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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASS.-Report of Special Com. on Revision
of Laws relating to Trust Companies & Private Banks, and to
the Liquidation of Banks.--Dec. 1932

1933.] HOUSE — No. 1184. 7
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\ REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSION ON
REVISION OF THE LAWS RELATING TO
TRUST COMPANIES AND TO THE LIQUI-
DATION OF BANKS.

The Special Commission on Revision of the Laws Re-
lating to Trust Companies and to the Liquidation of
Banks was established under the following resolve:

CHAPTER 42.

RESOLVE PROVIDING FOR A SURVEY AND REVISION BY A SPECIAL
COMMISSION OF THE LAWS RELATING TO TRUST COMPANIES AND
TO PRIVATE BANKS, SO CALLED, AND TO THE LIQUIDATION OF
BANKS.

Resolved, That a special unpaid commission, to consis-t of one mem-
ber of the senate to be designated by the president thereof, three
members of the house of representatives to be designated by the
speaker thereof, and three persons to be appointed by the governor,
is hereby established for the purpose of studying the laws relating
to trust companies and to private banks, so called, and to the liqui-
dation of banks, and of investigating the operation of such laws,
with a view to recommending such changes in and additions to said
laws as may be deemed advisable. The commission shall be provided
with quarters in the state house, shall hold hearings and may expend
for clerical, expert and other expenses, from such amount, not ex-
ceeding fifteen hundred dollars, as may be appropriated by the gen-
eral court, such sums as the governor and council may approve.
The commission shall report to the general court the results of its
study and investigations and its recommendations, with drafts of
legislation necessary to give effect to the same, by filing its report
with the clerk of the house of representatives not later than the first
Wednesday in December in the current year. [Approved May 27,
1932.
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8 HOUSE — No. 1184. [Jan.

In accordance with the provisions of the resolve, the
President of the Senate designated Hon. Henry Park-
man, Jr., of Boston, and the Speaker of the House desig-
nated Representatives Clyde,H. Swan of Barre, B. Farn-
ham Smith of Concord, and John P. Higgins of Boston.
The Governor appointed to the Commission on August
2, 1932, Hon. John W. Haigis of Greenfield, Thomas W.
Murray of Boston, and J. Randall Child of Wellesley.
The Commission organized at a meeting held in the

State House on Tuesday, August 9, 1932, by the elec-
tion of Senator Henry Parkman, Jr., as chairman, Rep-
resentative Clyde H. Swan as vice-chairman, and James
E. King of Wellesley as secretary.

During 1931 and the first six months of 1932 the Gen-
eral Court had proved itself well aware of the gravity of
the economic and financial situation then obtaining.
Although the conservative banking practices and legal
restrictions developed in Massachusetts during three
centuries of financial experience had protected this Com-
monwealth from much of the distress which overtook
the banking systems of many other States, s till the col-
lapse of values which began in 1929 had not left Massa-
chusetts unscathed. To meet the conditions of the times
various sound and valuable measures were adopted, the
acts creating the Mutual Savings Central Fund, Inc.,
and the Co-operative Central Bank — to cite but two
examples — having been widely recognized as among
the most constructive steps taken by any State in the
Union.
Under the terms of the resolve establishing this Special

Commission the General Court issued its order that a
full study be made of further steps serviceable to the
financial welfare of the State and its people, whether by
revision of the laws relating to trust companies and to
private banks, so called, or by revision of the laws relat-
ing to liquidation, the latter phase of the inquiry not
being limited to trust companies but extending to the
liquidation of all kinds of banks organized under the
laws of the Commonwealth.

•.‘
••
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19331 HOUSE — No. 1184. 9

At the time when the Commission first met, eighteen

state banks had been closed, having deposit liabilities

which exceeded $80,000,000, the property of 200,000 de-

positors. Though this sum represented only a small

fractional part of the total deposits in the banks of

Massachusetts, it was sufficient to cause much distress

to the individuals thus deprived of the use of their

funds, and naturally there was felt by many among

them a keen anxiety for the safety and ultimate return of

their money. Comment became widespread to the effect

that expenses in the liquidation of state banks in Massa-

chusetts were unnecessarily high, and that various fea-

tures of the State's system for control of the closed in-

stitutions were, to say the least, ill advised. The fact

that this coniment often originated in quarters having

little opportunity to gain any exact or complete informa-

tion only increased the need of a searching and impar-

tial examination of the whole situation to discover the

merits, lay bare the faults, and indicate means of im-

provement.
The Commission therefore began its inquiry with a

study of the law of liquidation. The Commissioner of

Banks, Arthur Guy, was summoned into conference, and

at the Commission's request a great mass of facts and

statistics was compiled, covering all phases of the Bank-

ing Department's operations in the liquidation of banks.

Fifteen executive sessions were held, during which both

the Commissioner of Banks and the general liquidation

counsel, Frederick D. Bonner, were constantly in at-

tendance to be questioned, and the laws relating to

liquidation and the practices adopted in accord with

them were considered in all their major aspects, and

even in many of their minute details.

A public hearing was held at the State House on

Thursday, October 6, after adequate notice had been

given not only by publication and through the press,

but also by mailing invitations to many persons espe-

cially interested, including the executive officers of the

Massachusetts Trust Company Association, the Savings
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10 HOUSE — No. 1184. [Jan.

Banks Association and the Co-operative Bank League,
the president of the Mutual Savings Central Fund, Inc.,
the president of the Co-operative Central Bank, and
the liquidating agents of all the closed banks.
The situation confronting the Commonwealth when

the Commission opened its investigation may be briefly
described in main outline.

THE PRESENT EMERGENCY.

Owing largely to an utter collapse of all values in the
security markets and real estate, in some instances com-
bined with unwise and reckless methods of management,
sixteen trust companies and two savings banks were
closed by the Commissioner in the period from March
19, 1931, to May 10, 1932. The closed institutions had
deposit liabilities aggregating $80,783,971, with a total
of nearly 300,000 deposit accounts, as the following table
shows:

Number of De-
posit Accounts
(Approximate).

Amount of
Deposits.

Trust companies:

Commercial departments 43,400 $18,256,577

Savings departments 223,700 53,330,393

Savings banks . 27,000 9,197,001

Totals . 294,100 $80,783,971

Since more than one account often is opened by one
individual, the total number of accounts largely exceeds
the total number of individual depositors, which, though
not exactly known, is estimated at 200,000.
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1933.] HOUSE — No. 1184. 11

The banks of which the Commissioner took possession

were as follows :

NAME OF BANK.
Date of
Closing.

Number. of
Deposit
Accounts
(Approxi-
mate).

Deposit
Liabilities.

Industrial Bank and Trust (of Boston) . . Mar. 19, 1931 13,400 $2,375,243

Medford Trust . . . . . . . Oct. 7, 1931 16,500 5,163,686

Highland Trust (of Somerville) . . . . Oct. 13, 1931 18,500 5,351,115

Revere Trust . . . . . . . Oct. 13, 1931 7,000 1,500,170

Bancroft Trust (of Worcester) . . . . Dec. 15, 1931 17,500 5,505,241

Brockton Trust . . . . . . . Dec. 15, 1931 6,000 1,462,694

Inman Trust (of Cambridge) . . . . Dec. 15, 1931 12,000 3,075,120

Lawrence Trust . . . . . . Dec. 15, 1931 30,000 8,874,243

Salem Trust . . . . . . Dec. 15, 1931 8,000 1,825,303

Lowell Trust . . . . . . . Dec. 16, 1931 6,000 3,197,742

Arlington Trust (of Lawrence) . . . . Dec. 17, 1931 12,500 6,508,099'

Plymouth County Trust (of Brockton) . . Dec. 17, 1931 27,000 3,236,646

Charlestown Trust . . . . . . Dec. 21, 1931 13,500 2,562,131

Haverhill Trust . . . . . . . Dec. 26, 1931 7,500 2,210,940

Somerville Institution for Savings . . . Feb. 2, 1932 21,000 5,397,179

Millbury Savings Bank . . . . . Mar. 14, 1932 6,000 3,799,822

Exchange Trust (of Boston) . . . . Apr. 25, 1932 43,700 10,065,879

Central Trust (of Cambridge) . . . . May 10, 1932 28,000 8,672,718

Totals . . . • • • • • - - 294,100 $80,783,971

' Reopened October 20, 1932.

During most of the time since these banks were chsed,

their assets have had to be liquidated on a falling market,

and, in the case of real estate, almost no market at all.

The difficulty and extent of the problem may be further

realized by considering the adverse effect that a forced

sale of real estate would necessarily have upon similar

real estate held under mortgage by going banks in the

same community. A forced liquidation under such cir-

cumstances could only result in depressing still further

the values of real estate in the locality, and this would

imperil the security of mortgages held by going banks.

There would be real danger that such a process, if pur-

0 
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12 HOUSE — No. 1184. [Jan.

sued, would result only in further closings, and thus in
still further aggravating the whole problem.
The volume of deposits in the closed banks, the large

amount of real estate held on mortgage or in possession
which must be liquidated, and the 200,000 or more de-
positors, inhabitants of the Commonwealth, whose money
is tied up, create a public emergency and make it impera-
tive to endeavor to answer the question, How are we to
realize the largest possible amount for these depositors,
in the shortest possible time, at the least possible expense,
and with a minimum of damage to the existing banking
structure?

Part I.

LIQUIDATION.

PRESENT LAW AND ADMINISTRATION.

To achieve progress in solving this problem, it is neces-
sary, first, to take. account of the laws relating to liqui-
dation as they stand today, and of the system and meth-
ods of administering these laws which have thus far been
developed.

Origin and History of the Law.
The present la,w of liquidation was enacted in 1910 as

the result of a study made at that time by a legislative
committee. As such, the law has continued in force
through twenty-two years with only minor changes,
which will hereafter be alluded to. Except for provisions
affecting private banks, the main body of the law of
liquidation is included in chapter 167 of the General
Laws.

Before the year 1910 the method of bank liquidation
practiced in this Commonwealth followed that of other
corporate receiverships, in that the liquidation was con-
ducted by receivers appointed by, and under the super-
vision of, the Supreme Judicial Court, the only duty of
the Commissioner of Banks being the examination of
the receivers' accounts. The 1910 act, now incorporated
in chapter 167 of the General Laws, placed the process
of liquidation directly under the control and supervision
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19331 HOUSE — No. 1184. 13

of the Commissioner of Banks, thus adopting in its essen-
tial terms the liquidation method prescribed for national
banks by the national banking act. This statement has
the sanction of the Supreme Judicial Court, which said
in the case of Commissioner of Banks v. Prudential Trust
Company, 242 Mass. 78:

Plainly, the national bank act as to dissolution and liquidation was
used as the model for our statute in this respect.

Through a period of ten years following adoption of
the liquidation statute enacted in 1910, no state bank
suffered failure in Massachusetts, so that the act lay
dormant upon the books. During the months from
August, 1920, to March, 1921, however, the Commis-
sioner of Banks closed five trust companies, and their
liquidation proceeded under the new law. A special leg-
islative commission, authorized by chapter 56 of the
Resolves of 1921, considered the law of liquidation, but
its report (House, No. 1262 of 1922) counseled against any
revision of the law in view of the fact that many ques-
tions arising from this statute were then pending before
the Supreme Court. Thus the liquidation law was kept
intact *and received its first testing in Massachusetts.
During the years which ensued, while the liquidation of
these trust companies continued, numerous questions of
interpretation were carried to the Supreme Court and
there determined. Some eighty decisions were handed
down by the court. The cost of litigating these cases
comprised a major part of the total sum of $328,502 re-
quired for legal services in liquidating the banks then in
the possession of the Commissioner.
As a result, the Commonwealth has today a body of

liquidation law, the principles of which have been fully
interpreted and laid down by the Supreme Judicial Court,
and which therefore are thoroughly understood and ac-
cepted. With the existing law thus clearly established,
the Commissioner of Banks has had occasion to go to
the Supreme Court only twice during the past two years.
This means a substantial saving of both time and money
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14 HOUSE — No. 1184. [Jan. .

which would otherwise be absorbed by the labor and

costs of litigation, at the expense of depositors in the

banks now closed.
While preserving the settled basis and main outline of

the liquidation law unchanged in any important respect,

the General Court recently has enacted various amend-

ments designed either to remove flaws lately discovered

in the operation of the act itself, or to keep the law
abreast of conditions newly developed. These may be
cited as follows:

1. The law originally required one year to elapse be-
fore a final dividend could be declared in the liquidation
of a closed bank. By chapter 12 of the Acts of 1931, this
law was amended to provide for the payment of an earlier
dividend upon application of the Commissioner if the
Supreme Court should so order.

2. In the recent closings it became evident that the
law in regard to the sale of assets should be clarified.

The law apparently limited the Commissioner to a sale

for cash, and this requirement hampered the liquidation,

by making it impossible to accomplish sales in any of

the numerous cases when purchasers could be found who
were able and willing to put up part of the purchase price

and give a mortgage back, but could not pay the full
price in cash. Also, this limitation had the effect .of re-
ducing values in the community, by making it necessary

to sell real estate for a lower price than might have been
obtained for a sale part for cash with a mortgage back.
Accordingly, the law was amended by chapter 294 of the
Acts of 1932 to allow the Commissioner to take a mort-
gage back in the sale of real estate held by a closed bank.

3. Almost simultaneously with the creation of the Re-
construction Finance Corporation by the national gov-
ernment, and in order to permit the Massachusetts Com-
missioner of Banks to make use of its facilities, or of
other sources from which he could obtain cash to be
made available for depositors, chapter 122 of the Acts
of 1932 gave authority to the Commissioner to borrow
money "from such sources as he deems advisable " for

.

.

.

•
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1933.] HOUSE — No. 1184. 15

the payment of dividends not to exceed 25 per cent of the
total amount payable to the creditors of a closed bank,
and to pledge and assign the assets of a closed bank for
that purpose. Although the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation has done useful service in this Common-
wealth in divers important respects, several considera-
tions have thus far deterred the Commissioner from any
extensive employment of its facilities for the aid of banks
in liquidation. The Corporation requires the pledge of a
high margin of collateral security to protect any loans
made by it. The cost of investigating and appraising
such collateral, together with the interest charged, mili-
tate against a general use of this method of raising money
for the purpose of paying a speedy dividend. The ex-
pense which would thus be caused to the depositors has
seemed in most cases excessive, when weighed in the
balance with the advantages of an early dividend. The
Reconstruction Finance Corporation has therefore been
approached only in the case of one or two banks whose
cash resources were so seriously depleted at the time of
closing that it was necessary to use nearly all of their
ready funds for the preservation of assets. In such cases,
loans from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation sup-
plied the only available means of securing cash to pay
dividends.
On the other hand, the power given by chapter 122

has been of marked value to the Commissioner in per-
mitting him to obtain loans from open banks on behalf
of closed banks, and also to borrow money from the
commercial department of a closed trust company in
order to hasten payment of dividends to the savings de-
positors. A loan of this latter sort, it should be noted,
can work no harm to the commercial depositor, because
the amount of the loan is amply secured and supported
by collateral, and no further dividend can be declared
in the savings department until such loan is fully repaid.
4. Chapter 217 of the Acts of 1932 was designed to

soften the hardships of depositors in closed savings banks
and saVings departments of trust companies, and to pro-
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vide thern a possible means of securing funds in advance

of a dividend received from liquidation. This act author-

ized borrowing upon a proof of claim up to 50 per cent

of the face value thereof, the certificate of proof of claim

to be pledged as collateral for the loan.

5. In consequence of certain court decisions rendered

under the law enacted in 1910, various changes were

made by the last Legislature in regard to the law of

offset. Chapter 295 of the Acts of 1932 arnended the

laws relating to trust companies (General Laws, chapter

172) (a) by providing that a person indebted to a trust

company in its commercial department should have the
right to set off his deposit in such department, whereas
prior to that legislation the right to apply such an offset
rested with the trust company; (b) by changing the law

which up to that time denied a depositor in the savings

department a right to set off his deposit against a debt

owed to that department; (c) by changing the law which

up to that time required an indebtedness to be matured

before set-off could be demanded; and (d) by allowing

set-off against a secured debt as well as against an un-

secured debt.
Administration.

The administration of the liquidation law centers in

the Commissioner of Banks. Under section 26 he has

authority —
1. To appoint agents.

2. To authorize such agents to perform such duties as

he may deem proper.

3. To procure expert assistance and advice.

4. To retain such of the officers or employees of the

bank as he deems necessary.

Thus it will be seen that the law has left to the dis-

cretion of the Commissioner, and we think wisely, the

matter of determining the personnel required to admin-

ister the process of liquidation, and also the task of

defining the personnel's duties.

Under the present practice each liquidating agent is

given a power of attorney to sign for the Commissioner
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and in behalf of the closed banks all deeds, mortgages,
discharges, assignments, and many other miscellaneous
instruments and papers. This relieves the Commis-
sioner of a tremendous burden which he should not be
required to bear, and which he is able to delegate to the
agents under the power given him by chapter 167 of the
General Laws. It should be said, however, that the in-
terests of the depositors are thoroughly safeguarded, so
far as the disposition of assets is concerned, in that a
decree of the Supreme Court must be obtained upon
petition in any case where less than full value is paid for
the sale of an asset or in the compromise of a debt.
Each agent, moreover, must give bond to the Commis-
sioner or to the Commonwealth for the faithful perform-
ance of his duties. Under sections 24, 25 and 26 of chap-
ter 167, the Commissioner has authority, and exercises
it from time to time, to employ counsel in connection
with matters affecting closed banks. In practice, the
liquidating agents themselves have been required, in so
far as possible, to handle all legal matters of routine, and
the policy of the Department is to employ counsel only
in instanees where the volume of legal work in connection
with any particular bank makes assistance imperative, or
for the handling of specific cases, as, for example, large
stockholders' and directors' suits, which, if the agent
should handle them, would consume all his time in court,
making it impossible for him to deal with important
current matters at the bank.

Central Organization. — Under the broad powers given
to the Commissioner in connection with liquidation, there
has been set up in his office a central organization in the
interest of uniformity and econox-ny, to control adminis-
tration of the affairs of the closed banks. This is similar
to the office established in the national government un-
der the Comptroller of the Currency, and was made
effective on June 1, 1932. This central organization con-
sists of a supervisor of liquidations appointed on August
4, 1932, and an acting assistant supervisor, general liqui-
dation counsel, two clerks, two circuit auditors and one
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18 HOUSE — No. 1184. [Jan.

stenographer. To meet the expenses of the organization
to date, an assessment has been made upon each closed
bank to the extent of one-thirtieth of one per cent of
the total assets as scheduled on the date of closing. This
method of assessment likewise follows the practice
adopted by the Comptroller of the Currency in the
liquidation of national banks.
The Commission is convinced that the creation of this

central organization has proved an eminently desirable
step of progress. It co-ordinates the work of the liqui-
dating agents. In so far as possible it brings under the
control of one head many of the legal, financial and ad-
ministrative problems which arise in the closed banks,
and in various other ways it simplifies and unifies the
work of handling a number of liquidations at the same
time. Thus it reduces the aggregate expense to the
depositors. In fact, the Commission gave considerable
thought to the possible desirability of making such an
organization permanent, through creating by legislation
a division of liquidation. The Commission decided
against this, however, since it is evident that the powers
of the Coxnxnissioner are now broad enough to set up
such an organization in times when special need exists
for its services, and since the Commission is confident
that the necessity for liquidating closed banks will never
be continuous in this Commonwealth.
Methods of Liquidation. — Section 24 of chapter 167

reads as follows:

Upon taking possession of the property and business of such bank,
the commissioner may collect moneys due to the bank, and do all
acts necessary to conserve its assets and business, and shall proceed
to liquidate it,s affairs as hereinafter provided. He shall collect all
debts due and claims belonging to it, and upon the order or decree
of the supreme judicial court, or any justice thereof, may sell or
compound all bad or doubtful debts, and on like order or decree may
sell all, or any part of, the real and personal property of the bank
on such terms as the court shall direct; and, in the name of such
bank, may take a mortgage on such real property from a bona fide
purchaser to secure the whole or a part of the purchase price, upon
such terms and for such periods as the court shall direct.
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This language, which is almost identical with that
used in the national banking act, has not been modified
by any subsequent Massachusetts act, with the single
exception that the 1932 legislation, as before mentioned,
authorized the Commissioner to take a mortgage back
upon the sale of real estate. The system thus established
seems to work well in practice, and the Commission has
received regarding it no criticism or substantial sugges-
tions of change.

Before litiuidation reaches the stage of sale of assets,
however, many problems arise in connection with the
conservation of assets for the benefit of depositors.
In the first place, it is to be noted that among the

assets of the eighteen closed banks of which the Com-
missioner took possession, there were, on October 1,
real estate mortgages in the face amount of $38,000,000,
and real estate in possession or in process of foreclosure
in the face amount of approximately $11,000,000, these
two items constituting the greatest single class among
all the assets of the closed banks. Obviously, depositors
must depend largely upon the results of the administra-
tion and disposition of this real estate for the return of
their money. It is also quite clear that under the con-
ditions of the real estate market existing at the time of
this report the problem is rather one of administering
and operating real estate than one of sale. The Com-
missioner has adopted a policy of taking possession of
all income-producing properties, particularly commercial
and apartment properties, where there has been default.
On the other hand, in the case of home owners, this pol-
icy has been pursued only where prolonged default ex-
isted or where the owner has shown no disposition to
co-operate, in any degree, with the Commissioner's effort
to obtain recovery for the depositors. In each closed
bank having an amount of real estate in foreclosure or in
possession large enough to justify such a procedure, the
Commissioner has established a real estate department
and is managing the property for the benefit of the de-
positors. The Commission believes that this adminis-
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duct of bank liquidation in Massachusetts. In this re-
gard at least, a peculiarly effective basis for comparison
may therefore be found in these figures. The ratio of
total expenses in handling the 91 national banks whose
affairs were liquidated in 1931 was 8.37 per cent. That
ratio is nearly one and three-fourths times as high as the
ratio of expenses incurred under the direction of the
Massachusetts Commissioner in the liquidation of the
eighteen state banks recently in his possession.
These figures and numerous others, which will be found

set forth in Appendix A of this report prepared at the
request of the Special Commission, give strong basic evi-
dence that the total average costs incurred by the Bank-
ing Department are not excessive.
The Commission has insisted, however, upon the com-

pilation and careful examination of detailed summaries
of the expenses incurred in each of the banks now in the
possession of the Commissioner. The total cost of wages
and salaries in these institutions, during the time when
they were open, amounted to apprwdmately $800,000
a year, distributed among 424 officers and employees.
While it is true, of course, that a larger staff is always
required to perform the operations of a going bank, still
it is significant that since these banks were closed the
number of their employees has been cut to only 178,
with an annual pay roll of less than $300,000.

Widespread statements to the contrary notwithstand-
ing, the working forces engaged by the liquidating agents
have been recruited almost wholly from among old em-
ployees of the closed banks. The wage schedules have
been examined, and the Commission does not find the
pay roll excessive either in number or amount. The
Bank Commissioner has the power and authority under
the law to make all appointments of additional em-
ployees, and, accordingly, no assistants are engaged with-
out his sanction and approval after an examination of
the need for their services. It would be impossible to
fix by legislation the precise number of employees to be
used in any bank liquidation.
In this Commonwealth, and during the terms of vari-
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ous Bank Commissioners, the practice of appointing
lawyers and attorneys as liquidating agents has been
built up and very generally followed because of the vast
amount of legal work connected with liquidation. This
practice differs from the custom obtaining in the liqui-
dation of national banks, for which a corps of more or
less expert receivers has been created who are paid on a
salaried basis, and who are subject to transfer from place
to place throughout the United States as need may re-
quire. The Federal system has found no means, how-
ever, to dispense with lawyers, and, still less, with the
necessity of paying them. Each national bank receiver
invariably has counsel assigned to assist him; and in
addition the Comptroller finds it necessary to maintain
at Washington a staff of attorneys permanently at work
upon legal problems arising in bank liquidation, the cost
of whose services is apportioned among the insolvent
national banks. In Massachusetts, on the other hand,
the liquidating agent of a state bank may and often does
do all his own legal work.

Several basic conditions make any extensive change of
the Commonwealth's practice difficult, if not impossible,
to accomplish. In the first place, the record of the last
twenty or more years, since the enactment of the liqui-
dation statute, shows that bank closings in Massachu-
setts have occurred only at long intervals covering at
least ten years, whereas, taking the United States as a
whole, national bank closings occur in one section or
another almost continuously. Consequently, it is pos-
sible under the Federal government to build up a corps
of trained liquidators, whereas this is not feasible in
Massachusetts. In the second place, trained bank men
of caliber adequate to handle the intricate problems of
liquidation are seldom found available when need is most
pressing, their services usually being pre-empted by the
banking institutions in which they are already employed.
Finally, questions arising in a liquidation necessarily re-
quire legal knowledge and often the promptest sort of
legal action in order to conserve the assets of the deposit-
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ors. Experienced receivers, having the assistance of
counsel as in the national system, are, of course, quali-
fied to handle such matters well, and the Commission sees
no intrinsic objection whatever to the employment of
such personnel. It is unlikely, however, that any con-
siderable reduction of the costs of legal fees and other
expenses of liquidation would result from such an ar-
rangement.

Passing now to another phase of the expense question,

it must be noted that the liquidation of each bank pre-
sents a separate and distinct problem. In one bank the
major legal problems may be few and comparatively
simple , in another many and complicated. One bank
may be loaded with real estate in foreclosure and in pos-
session, and thus may constitute a special problem in
administration, requiring the organization of a real es-
tate department with trained employees whose work
must continue over a long period of time. In another
the real estate problem may be simple and quite promptly
disposed of. In short, no two banks present conditions
sufficiently alike to make it possible to standardize the
administration of the liquidation. A certain degree of
elasticity must be preserved, and the Commission be-
lieves it to be wise to leave this matter to the discretion
of the Bank Commissioner.

Similar considerations apply in determining the com-
pensation for liquidating agents and their assisting counsel,
if any. The Commission has made every effort to find,
for this purpose, some fixed standard of measurement ;

and the Commissioner of Banks has in practice made

use of a rough and ready scale based on a number of
factors, such as the deposit liabilities, the aggregate
amount of the assets, and other criteria. This has proved
fairly satisfactory as a general guide, but, if enacted into
law, would prove too rigid for practical use. As has been
pointed out, the liquidation problem in Massachusetts
is not continuous as it is in connection with national
banks, and so there is not available a corps of trained
men permanently in the service on a salaried basis, to
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whom time is no object. If in this State liquidating
agents were paid on a salaried basis there would be
every incentive to make the job last as long as possible,
whereas, if paid as they now are on the basis of accom-
plishment, there is every incentive to do a prompt and
effective piece of work. The Commission has found
numerous examples of the operation of this principle in
the liquidation of the banks now closed.

It must be remembered, moreover, that after the Bank
Comxnissioner has passed upon the compensation to be
allowed to liquidating agents and their counsel for serv-
ices and expenses, the schedules must be examined and
approved by the Supreme Judicial Court, — a safeguard
which further insures the public against the payment of
excessive fees. Again, if the Legislature should see fit to
create the banking advisory board proposed in a later
section of this report, the qualifications of liquidating
agents, and the fees to be paid them, might well prove
a subject upon which the judgment and experience of

the new board could be consulted by the Banking De-
partment as a still further safeguard.

The Commission therefore is convinced not only that

any attempt to fix by legislation a rigid basis of salaried
compensation for liquidating agents, or to prohibit by

law the employment of attorneys as liquidating agents

for closed banks of the State, would be unwise, but also

that the current schedules of expense for fees, wages and
other costs of liquidation to date are not excessive, and

that an endeavor to standardize such costs by statutory
enactment is impracticable and likely to. result in more

harm than good.

Summary of Conditions under the Present Law.

As has been seen, the existing Massachusetts law of
liquidation is substantially the same as that which has

been in force in respect to the liquidation of national
banks for a period of many decades. This law has been
in effect in the Commonwealth, tested and interpreted
by judicial decisions, and amended by legislative acts,
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during the past twenty years. Under its terms the ad-

ministration has been given into the control of the Com-

missioner of Banks, who has adequate power to build an

organization suitable to any particular needs which may

arise. The Commission therefore believes it undesirable

to make any substantial change in the methods of admin-

istration now provided by law, and considers that atten-

tion should be concentrated upon the present emergency,

with a view to making such recommendations as may

assist in obtaining a speedier distribution of dividends

to depositors, and in realizing as much as possible for

their benefit.

NEW MEANS TO HELP CLOSED BANK DEPOSITORS.

The Banking Department has already made much

progress in this important work. The following table

shows the dividends thus far paid or authorized to be

paid:

NAME OF BANK.

DIVIDENDS AUTHORIZED TO DECEMBER 20, 1932.

PERCENTAGE.

Commer-
cial De-
partment.

Savings
Depart-
ment.

Bancroft Trust Company .

Brockton Trust Company .

Charlestown Trust Company

Highland Trust Company .

Industrial Bank and Trust Company

Inman Trust Company

Lowell Trust Company

Medford Trust Company .

Plymouth County Trust Company

Revere Trust Company

Salem Trust Company

Totals .

25

10

25

10

10

25

50

25

42%

25

45

25

25

25

25

Commer-
cial De-
partment.

Savings
Depart-
ment.

$141,840 80

84,643 69

365,381 99

85,958 84

$448,254 16

328,029 34

971,862 83

1,014,131 76

702,527 08

528,826 67

565,619 87

869,696 97

497,222 99

225,758 55

307,925 77

$677,828 32 S6,459,855 99

Besides achieving these results to date, both by using

the ordinary methods of liquidation and by employing

special means which will be discussed in detail in the
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next following pages of this report, the Banking Depart-
ment has sought means to accomplish a still more help-
ful outcome. Clearly, if a bank could be reorganized,
its deposit liabilities scaled down through agreement by
a percentage of depositors which the Commissioner and
the Supreme Judicial Court deem satisfactory, both in
number and in the amount of deposits controlled, and
new money be found to restore the bank to a sound
condition, this procedure would best meet the needs of
all concerned. By such a method the depositor realizes
more than by a forced liquidation. The expense of a
long protracted liquidation is avoided, and market values
of other real estate in the surrounding community are
not depressed as a result of forced sales. As a conse-
quence of the efforts of the. Bank Commissioner and of
public-spirited men and of other banks in the vicinity, a
good achievement of this sort has already been accom-
plished in the case of the Arlington Trust Company in
Lawrence, which was reopened on October 20, 1932, thus
making $1,200,000 in cash immediately available to the
depositors, and also reinstating deposit liabilities to the
further extent of nearly $6,000,000. Similar plans are
under way for two other trust companies now closed.
Another method, by which a prompt dividend may be

paid at least to savings depositors, has been employed
in the national banking system, and is known as the
Spokane Plan. There have been three instances of its
use in Massachusetts. The plan has been adopted in
the case of the Charlestown Trust Company, part of
whose assets was purchased by the National Shawmut
Bank, a dividend of 50 per cent in the savings depart-
ment and of 25 per cent in the commercial department
thus becoming available to depositors within ten months
after the Charlestown institution had closed. For the
Inman Trust Company of Cambridge, a similar achieve-
xnent was made possible through action by the Lech-
mere National Bank of that city, an affiliate of the First
National Bank of Boston, which produced an immediate
dividend of 25 per cent to the savings depositors and of
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10 per cent to the commercial depositors, which other-

wise could not have been paid until after prolonged

liquidation. As this report is filed, the Bank Cornxnis-

sioner announces that the Supreme Judicial Court has

authorized the payment of an initial dividend of 25 per

cent to the commercial depositors and an additional divi-

dend of 20 per cent to the savings depositors of the

Lowell Trust Company, by reason of a purchase of assets

in bulk by the Appleton National Bank.

One special advantage of this plan deserves notice.

When the offices of a closed bank are reopened as branches

of the bank which buys the bulk of their assets, a good

price can be had for the banking houses and banking

equipment of the closed institution, which otherwise

would have to be sold or rented in most instances at a

heavy loss, since little or no general demand exists in a

time of depression for the purchase or renting of build-

ings and equipment designed for the use of a bank, no

matter how great their intrinsic value may be. Sweeping

losses of this sort may be averted under the Spokane

Plan.
Purchase of Assets by Going Banks.

With these facts in mind, the Commission is convinced

that Massachusetts can take a long forward step in the

interest of obtaining speedy dividends for depositors by

the enactment of legislation making easier the purchase

in bulk of the assets of a closed bank.

The Spokane Plan, used for the Charlestown Trust

Company, the Inman Trust Company and the Lowell

Trust Company, has many variations, but in essence it

simply provides for the purchase by a going bank of

certain good assets of a closed bank for one hundred

cents on the dollar, by making immediately available to

the depositors a credit to the same amount on the books

of the purchasing bank. A lien on the remaining assets

is retained by the buying bank for an agreed period,

usually approximating eighteen months.

Various restrictions now existing in the law make it

difficult, however, to adapt this plan for general use
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among the banks of the State. To take only one ex-
ample, the limitation on savings banks and savings de-
partments of trust companies restricting their investment
in real estate to 70 per cent of the amount of their de-
posits makes it in many cases impossible for these insti-tutions in any given community to assist a closedneighbor bank by the purchase of part or all of its assets,
even though the going bank may be convinced that such
a purchase could be accomplished on terms which would
not affect its own liquidity. And this inability to takeconstructive action, it must be remembered, may causeserious damage to the banks remaining open in thatlocality, for the sale of real estate in possession of theclosed bank through forced liquidation may result inestablishing prices for property in the neighborhood far
below the real value, and at such a figure as to impair
the financial soundness of the open banks.
The Commission therefore recommends legislation au-

thorizing savings banks and trust companies, through
their savings departments as well as their commercial
departments, to advance or loan upon, participate in, or
purchase the whole or any part of the assets of a closed
savings bank or savings department of a closed trust
company. In order to permit a purchasing bank toconsummate such a transaction, this legislation shouldauthorize the Commissioner of Banks to waive such of
the provisions of law applicable to investment of the
funds of savings banks and of savings departments of trustcompanies, and of the limitations placed upon deposits
in savings banks, as he may deem advisable. Also theCommissioner should be given authority to impose such
restrictions as may seem to him necessary upon the with-
drawal from the purchasing bank of those deposits of a
closed bank which are assumed by virtue of the purchase
of the assets, or of any advance, loan, or participation
negotiated in this connection.
By such a transaction the liquidity of any savings

bank or savings department of a trust company need
not necessarily be impaired in the slightest degree. The

la
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bank assisted under this plan may be opened as a branch
of the assisting bank, thus preserving the value of the
banking offices and equipment and gaining all the other
advantages characteristic of the Spokane Plan, including
continuity of service to the people of the community,
with consequent benefits to the purchasing bank by the
increase of deposits and good will. In some instances,
it may be further remarked, this plan would enable a
closed bank to be reopened without change of its cor-
porate structure, subject only to certain restrictions upon
withdrawals which could be gradually lifted as market
conditions permitted. In any event, the procedure here
described would release to depositors percentages of their
funds more speedily than would be the case if liquidation
were to proceed along the usual course. Accordingly, the
Commission urges the prompt enactment of this legisla-
tion, believing that it would expedite the payment of a
substantial dividend in the case of several of the closed
banks.

Consideration may well be given, moreover, to the ad-
visability of broadening this legislation so that it would
permit similar assistance to open banks in time of need.
It should be noted, however, that no further legislation
is necessary to enable a going trust company in its com-
mercial department to purchase the assets of a closed
bank. This right already exists, and the voluntary exer-
cise of a spirit of co-operation, on the part of other banks
in a community where closings have occurred, in help-
ing to make available prompt credits to depositors would,
in the opinion of the Commission, not only be of material
relief in the present emergency, but also would redound
to the benefit of any bank taking such action. (For
proposed legislation see Appendix C-1.)

Assessment of Fair Costs upon Savings Department.
As the result of a body of principles built up over a, long

period of years, declared by the Legislature from time
to time and interpreted by decisions of the Supreme
Court, it has become an essential feature of the banking
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system in Massachusetts that the savings depositors shall
be protected by every possible safeguard. Savings de-
partment depositors are protected to the same degree as
depositors in savings banks by the laws which strictly
limit the type of security in which their money can be
invested; and the law specifically says that all loans or
investments of such savings deposits "shall be made in
accordance with the law governing investment of deposits
in savings banks." Further to carry out the principle
that savings department assets are to be held distinct and
inviolate, the Legislature in 1922 required that full report,
under heavy penalty for failure, must be made to the
Bank Commissioner regarding any transfer of assets from
one department to the other, the Commissioner's ap-
proval being prescribed as necessary to the validity of
such a transfer. With this principle the Commission is
in entire accord.

Indeed, the Commission can see no reason why the
concept of segregation should not be carried to its logical
conclusion and be applied, in liquidation, not only to the
disposition of the assets of the two departments as sepa-
rate entities, but also to a fair distribution between them
of the expenses incurred. Under the existing law, no such
distribution is permitted. The entire expense of the
liquidation of a trust company, except for certain minor
items, falls upon the depositors in the commercial de-
partment. The depositor in a savings bank must bear
his share of the expense of liquidation if the savings bank
should fail, and it is hard to see why the depositor in a
savings department of a trust company should have
any higher right to avoid such cost. It required court
decisions to determine that the depositor in a savings
department of a trust company was not only completely
exempt from the burden of liquidation expense, but,
further, that the savings department should have a
claim over against the commercial department up to the
payment of a 100 per cent dividend. It is therefore not
at all certain that it was the legislative intent of prior
years that the savings department depositors should be
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given such extraordinary preference in liquidation. More-
over, it is extremely doubtful if any depositors in a com-
mercial department of a trust company appreciate that
they are subject to such a burden for the depositors in
the savings department; or, on the other hand, that any
savings department depositors realize that they have a
claim on the commercial department. In the regular
conduct of the business of a going trust company the
savings depositors bear their full rateable share of the
expense of operating the bank. Since this is the practice
while the bank remains open, it becomes the more dif-
ficult to understand why the savings depositors should
cease to bear any part of the expense when the bank
closes.
One of the liquidating agents writes to the Commission

in this connection:

I have yet to find a depositor in the savings department — although
I have talked with hundreds of them — who had any idea that he
had any claim on the commercial department.

This same liquidating agent has also written us as
follows:

Probably the injustice will more clearly appear when I point out
a few facts in connection with the liquidation of the trust company.

Ninety per cent of the time of the liquidating agent (and today
almost 100 per cent) has been given to solving problems arising in
the savings department. I believe that today over 90 per cent of
the work done by the employees of the trust company is on savings
department matters.

It is the policy in the liquidation not to sell any real estate in the
savings department, or any mortgages, without an appraisal. Up
to date we have had something over 80 appraisals. The Commissioner
of Banks recently approved a bill for about 77 of those appraisals.
Appraisals take time and require a man of experience if they are to
be worth anything. The bill, while moderate, was substantial. Prac-
tically all of the appraisals were of property in the savings depart-
ment. The Commissioner of Banks recently ruled (and I believe
rightly) that this was a liquidation expense, and chargeable to the
commercial department.

Certainly the commercial department did not profit in any way
from the appraisals, and the commercial department is not profiting
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in any way except very indirectly from the efforts and work of the

liquidating agent and the employees of this trust company, which,

as I have stated above, are practically all concerned with the savings

department.
I am of the opinion that justice requires that the expense of liqui-

dating the savings department of a trust company be borne by the

savings department. It might be difficult to allocate the share of

expense to the savings department, but it can be done, and the de-

termination of what expense shall be allocated to the savings depart-

ment should be left, I believe, to the decision of the Bank Commis-

sioner, subject to the approval of the Supreme Court, if the present

method of liquidation is to be continued.

The Commission therefore favors legislation to right

this injustice and to impose upon savings department

depositors their fair share of the liquidation expense.

(For proposed legislation see Appendix C-2.)

Permitting the Commercial Department some Early
Dividend.

Another point in the existing liquidation law has led

to a difficult and, it would seem, needlessly trying result

for the commercial depositors. Under existing law the

depositors in the savings department not only have a

first claim upon the capital stock, but also, in the event

that liquidation of the savings department fails to realize

dividends to the full amount of their deposits, they have

a claim to share pro rata in all the assets of the commer-

cial department to the extent of any deficiency. Since

this claim remains alive until the assets of the savings

department shall have been wholly liquidated, it is rarely

possible to declare any dividend, no matter how small,

upon the deposits in the coxnmercial department until

the deficiency, if any, in the savings department has

been determined and provision made for it, which ordi-

narily ca,nnot be done until almost the end of the liqui-

dation, except when the Spokane Plan is used. To re-

quire the commercial depositors to undergo what thus

usually becomes a long postponement -of any payment

whatsoever seems an unreasonably harsh provision.

Moreover, this condition operates adversely to the eco-
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nomic interests of the community. Since the bulk of
commercial deposits is made by business men, small
and large, the complete tie-up of their funds often results

in a serious further restriction of their normal activities,

not only in gainful commerce and trade, but also in pro-

viding employment to workers. If some part of their

deposits could be as promptly released to them as to
depositors in the savings department, it is reasonable to

believe that the whole community would benefit. There-

fore the Commission recommends legislation which would

repeal the claim now given to the savings department
upon all the assets of the commercial department, re-

serving, however, to the savings depositor his prior claim

to the proceeds of the stock assessment as is now pro-

vided by law. (For proposed legislation see Appen-

dix C-3.)

Abatement of Transfer and Other Taxes.

One of the largest expenses necessarily incurred in the

conservation of assets or in the liquidation is for taxes.

Real estate taxes amounting to substantial sums must
be paid in order to preserve the position of a closed
bank with respect to real estate held on mortgage or in
possession. It has been urged upon the Commission
with some force that legislation ought to be enacted
relieving the depositors of closed banks from the burden
of this payment. The Commission does not believe,
however, that it is fair to the general taxpayers in a
community to increase their burden to benefit a special
class of depositors in closed banks. There are, however,
certain other taxes in which the State alone is concerned
which the Commission believes should be eliminated.
The transfer tax upon securities is burdensome, and

the Commission recommends legislation to forego the
collection of this tax in the case of a sale of securities by

the liquidating agent for the benefit of depositors. In

addition to the transfer taxes, the Commissioner of Cor-

porations is at present insisting on a preference for the

full amount •of the excise tax on savings department
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deposits accrued up to the time of closing. This ques-

tion is now before the Supreme Court, and if a decision

should result in favor of the Commissioner of Corpora-

tions, the Commission believes that legislation should

be enacted modifying the provisions of existing law with

reference to the payment of this tax. (For proposed

legislation see Appendix C-4 and C-5.)

Clarification of the Law pertaining to Civil and Criminal

Liability of the Commissioner.

By virtue of the penalty which section 54 of chapter

266 of the General Laws imposes upon officers and em-

ployees of going banks for the receipt of deposits with

knowledge that the bank is insolvent, combined with the

provisions of section 22 of chapter 167 (giving the Com-

missioner power to take possession of the property and

business of a bank under such conditions), a heavy bur-

den is placed upon the Bank Commissioner. On the one

hand he has the responsibility to order the closing of a

bank when, and only when, this course seems absolutely

required, and in making such a decision he is necessarily

influenced by the desirability of keeping a bank open if

this be in any way possible; and on the other hand he

runs the risk of indictment for failure to take action

soon enough. This is a burden which the Commission

feels in all fairness is too great to ask any Commissioner

of Banks to assume in addition to his other duties

and responsibilities. Various other States (for example,

Idaho, Wisconsin and New Jersey) have recognized the

injustice of this situation as it arises in like manner

within their jurisdictions, and have corrected it by pro-

viding that in acting or failing to act, in matters of the

kind being considered, the Bank Commissioner and his

assistants should not be subjected to civil or criminal

liability for acts done in good faith. The Commission

believes that similar legislation should be enacted in

Massachusetts. (For proposed legislation see Appen-

dix C-6.)
In this connection a kindred point should be noted.
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Under the law as it stands, in all litigation in which

testimony is desired from the Banking Department, the
Commissioner of Banks may be put under summons;

and, if so, he is bound to make his appearance in person,

no matter how trivial the action or how remote and

purely formal his official relation to it may be. Under

these circumstances, serious inroads are frequently made

upon the Commissioner's time and energy, which ought

to be kept free for the performance of his important

duties of office. Accordingly, the Commission recom-

mends the passage of legislation which, in cases of the

kind here described, would give the Bank Commissioner

authority to respond to a summons by sending a deputy,

or assistant, except when otherwise ordered by the court.

(For proposed legislation see Appendix C-7.)

Three Needed Simplifications.

Next, the Commission offers three suggestions of slight

importance in relation to the subject of liquidation as a

whole, but nevertheless worthy of attention, each upon

its own merits.
The first item concerns the simplification of payments

to minors and next of kin. There is nothing now in the

statute to authorize such payments, in the course of

bank liquidation, without going through all the pertinent

formalities required by law, such as the appointment of

guardians and administrators. In some cases liquidating

agents, acting upon their own responsibility, have made

payments to minors or next of kin after protecting them-

selves so far as possible by the taking of affidavits, and

so forth. The Commission believes that the situation in

this regard should be improved, and therefore recom-

mends legislation to authorize the payment of dividends

up to an amount of $300 without requiring the appoint-

ment of a guardian in the case of a minor or of an ad-

ministrator in the case of a deceased person. (For pro-

posed legislation see Appendix C-8.)
The second item relates to set-offs. Chapter 295 of the

Acts of 1932, mentioned in an earlier part of this report,
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dealt with the question of set-off in connection with
deposits in the commercial or savings departments of
trust companies. The Commission believes that this
provision, as a feature of the law of liquidation, should
be extended also to savings banks and recomxnends leg-
islation to that effect. (For proposed legislation see
Appendix C-9.)
A third point which has been brought to the Commis-

sion's attention, and which seems clearly well taken,
relates to the old books and records of banks liquidated
by the Commissioner in time long past. A mass of such
books and papers has accumulated as the years have
gone on. Though these documents have long since out-
lived their usefulness, the cost of their storage and care
is a constant source of expense to the State. On one
occasion the Commissioner of Banks appealed to the
Supreme Judicial Court for authority to destroy all such
books and papers, but was advised by the court that
this authority could only be given by act of the Legis-
lature. The Commission therefore recommends that a
statute be enacted which would permit the Bank Com-
missioner to destroy the books and records of a closed
bank at any time after the passage of six years from
the date when the final accounting of its liquidation was
received and allowed by the Supreme Judicial Court.
(For proposed legislation see Appendix C-10.)

OTHER MEASURES CONSIDERED.

The foregoing statements complete the recommenda-
tions of the Commission with respect to liquidation.
Other important suggestions touching this subject have
had careful consideration, however, and the Commission
believes it desirable that they be discussed in the present
report, although no present action upon them is recom-
mended.

Stockholders' Liability.

One feature of the liquidation law which commands
special notice is the provision relating to stockholders'
liability. This, like other details of the law, is largely
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copied from and is almost identical with the provision of
the national banking act. Moreover, the legal procedure
set up in the statutes as interpreted by the Massachu-
setts Supreme Court seems adequate and competent to
look through all subterfuges to reach the true owner,

regardless of any devices that may be created by him to
evade liability. In practice, however, the total amount

realized from stockholders' suits is small, and also the

burden of payment falli in most cases on the small
stockholders instead of upon those whose control and
management may well have been responsible for the

failure of the bank. Thus the law fails to provide the
protection for depositors which, on its face, the statute
purports to give, and therefore the Commission, while
making no present recommendation, believes that the
double liability clause should have further study with a
view to designing an adequate substitute.

Directors' Liability.

Another feature of the liquidation law, which impels

consideration in passing, is that of suits against the

directors for mismanagement and negligence in the con-

duct of the bank's affairs. In this relation the courts

have declared that the liability of a director for negli-

gence and mismanagement is an asset or a debt due the

bank, and under section 24 of the liquidation statute

the Commissioner is instructed that he "shall collect all

debts due and claims belonging to it " (the bank). The
policy of the Treasury Department of the national gov-
ernment appears to call for the bringing of directors' suits
only when there exists a good chance of substantial re-
covery; whereas, under the interpretation given to the
Ma,ssachusetts law when such liability appears, the Com-
missioner of Banks seems obliged by the statute to bring
suit to enforce it in all cases. At least it can be said that
this policy should have the effect of maintaining, and of
bringing strongly into view, the high standards which
bank directors ought to be required to follow. There-
fore, in the opinion of the Commission, the law in this
respect should not be changed.
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Christmas, Tax and Vacation Clubs.

In recent years, so-called Christmas clubs, tax clubs
and vacation clubs have become increasingly popular.
When the special legislative commission of 1921 was
conducting its studies, the status of these clubs was
still undetermined. It was argued, on the one hand, that
they should stand in no better position than the ordinary
commercial account; and, on the other, that they should
have at least the same status as a savings deposit. This
question was carried to the Supreme Court and it was
decided that they should be treated in the same manner
as savings deposits; and so the law stands today. It is
sometimes urged that this class of deposit should be
given an even more preferred status, but, after consid-
eration, the Commission came to the conclusion that
essential justice to all parties is best served by making
no change in the present law.

A Central Liquidating Corporation.

The Commission has given earnest study to a sugges-
tion made by His Excellency the Governor in his annual
message of 1932. In that message he proposed "the
creation of a corporation with an authorized capital of
$20,000,000 to which any state banking institution may
subscribe with the permission of the Commissioner of
Banks. The fund so created shall be used to take over
mortgages or other securities of a closed institution, or
of going banks, and thereby afford the release of funds for
dividends to depositors of closed banks, or the reopening
of such institutions, or the assistance of going banks."
The Governor reiterated this recommendation in a spe-
cial message to the Legislature dated March 14, 1932
(House, No. 1244).
The idea of such a central corporation has much to

commend it. Most of the remaining assets of the closed
banks are frozen, and their liquidation will undoubtedly
require a long period of time (unless there is a substan-
tial improvement in business conditions and a consequent
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rise in values). Any method, therefore, by which a cen-

tral corporation could take over the assets either by

purchase or on easy loan terms, and so advance cash to

closed banks for the payment of dividends, is attractive

in purpose and highly to be desired. But there are

difficulties and obstacles to be considered. In the first

place, where is the money to come from which the cen-

tral corporation is to advance upon the assets of closed

banks? It can only be obtained by the of bonds or

other obligations of the central corporation. But who is

to buy them? They will be secured by assets of an essen-

tially unattractive nature, — frozen, long-term in char-

acter, and more or less speculative in value. It would

seem clear that at a time when new money cannot be

obtained for the expansion of sound industries, or even

for refunding their obligations, the general investing pub-

lic cannot be counted on to provide any of the requisite

funds. And the same argument is equally true if it be

urged that the going banks might voluntarily subscribe

the necessary capital. Their first duty is to maintain

themselves in a sound and liquid condition, ready to

meet the demands of their depositors and legitimate

business requirements, and they cannot be expected to

invest their depositors' money voluntarily in so doubt-

ful an asset.
Again, suppose it be said that the money might be

obtained by assessment upon the other trust companies

of the Commonwealth in the same manner as the assess-

ment required from all savings banks in the act which

created the Mutual Savings Central Fund, Inc., for the

benefit of savings banks needing assistance; and sup-

pose, further, that the serious question of the constitu-

tionality of such assessments in the present case could

be satisfactorily answered, nevertheless there would still

remain a grave practical question whether going banks

with their thousands of depositors should be required by

law to use the funds of their depositors in this manner,

even though for the meritorious purpose of assisting the

individuals whose funds are tied up in the closed banks.
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An important distinction exists between such a proposal

and the legislation which created the central funds for

co-operative banks and for savings banks. In their case
an assessment is made upon all going banks for the
assistance of each other, and to throw the combined
strength of all into the breach in case of need by any
one. The purpose of such measures is to maintain the
soundness of the existing structure, and to prevent the
calamity of any further closings. It is quite a different
thing to take away any part of the strength of a going
bank, and to prejudice in any degree the interests of its
depositors solely for the purpose of paying an earlier
dividend to depositors in banks already closed. A good
argument can be made for pooling common resources to
meet an admittedly common need. The case is not so
clear for using other people's money to relieve the bur-
den of a few.

Also it is important to note the distinction which exists
between the proposal of a central liquidating corporation
and the plans, described in this report, whereby an indi-
vidual open bank may purchase all or part of the assets
of some one particular closed bank. In the latter case,
the open bank acts voluntarily, and is free to judge for
itself whether the assets are worth buying and the risk
worth taking, and to employ to that end all the tests of
value and profit customarily applied in business transac-
tions. In the case of an enforced contribution to the
capital of a central corporation, on the other hand, not
only would it be true that no individual bank could re-
main in a position to govern the subsequent use, in any
particular instance, of the money which it subscribes;
but also, since the central corporation would be called
into existence by legislation having a broad general in-
tent, both express and implied, to help all closed banks
in the State, its directors would necessarily be subject
at all times to strong pressure — often, perhaps of an
intensely political nature — to lend the aid of the cor-
poration with or without full regard to the value of the
collateral security offered and obtained in any particular
instance.
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cenous acts against innocent depositors, we can by legis-

lation make it an easier task for our district attorneys

to convict them and send them to jail. /)

RECOMMENDATIONS.

In closing, I desire to submit the following recom-

mendations on the matter of general revision of trust

company laws:
1. (a) General Laws, chapter 167, section 2. Con-

sider the desirability of having all banks examined twice

a year rather than once a year, unless a certified public

accountant, duly approved by the Commissioner of

Banks, audits and comments on the loans of the bank

he is examining, including all undermargined loans, loans

with unmarketable collateral, unsecured notes upon

which principal reductions have not been made periodi-

cally. Hold the certified public accountant criminally

liable for failure to report obvious irregularities in the

management of the bank.

(b) Consider the desirability of extending this section

so as to enable the Commissioner to employ expert as-

sistance — either legal, real estate, construction work,

etc. — for the purpose of determining the sound value

of any loan or loans which are subject to question in

the course of an examination.

2. General Laws, chapter 167, section 3. Consider the

advisability of extending the provisions of this section to

enable inspection of banking and brokerage house ac-

counts of persons involved in transactions with the bank

under examination.

3. Consider the desirability of limiting or prohibiting

proceedings in the nature of trustee process or equity

proceedings against a closed bank covering funds of a

depositor so as to prevent the bank's appearing and

answering in such cases. The plaintiff would seem to

be amply protected by obtaining injunctive relief against

the depositor from withdrawing the funds in question.

4. Suggest the desirability of a provision sixnilar to

section 29, chapter 168, General Laws, being inserted in
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RELATED MATTERS.

On or about September 24, 1932, the Commissioner

sent a letter of query to his liquidating agents on matters

he believed of importance to the Commission in drafting

adequate legislation. Inquify was made on the subject

of charging part of expenses of liquidation to the savings

department of closed banks. The recommendation of the

Commissioner (if the present system of liquidation is to

remain unchanged), that cost of liquidation be appor-

tioned between the savings department and the com-
• • •

mercial department, is ju
with my approval. This
particularly since savings
tected by the laws which
into which their money c
itors in the commercial d
tection.
The other inquiries ma4 in that letter, except on the

subject of a central liquidaiiing corporation, which I have

previously discussed, are relatively unimportant and

minor as compared with the real problem the Legisla-

ture has to perfect our balking laws for the permanent

protection of depositors in very bank in the Common-

wealth.
The best discussion of th

the Commissioner by J. H.

the Arlington Trust Compa

cidentally have never met,

this subject I have a high re

with which he discusses th

makes recommendations alo

t and equitable and meets
recommendation seems fair,
partment depositors are pro-
egulate the type of security
be placed, while the depos-

partment have no such pro-

entire subject was given to
Grier, liquidating agent for
y of Lawrence, whom I in-
but for whose opinions on
ard. The freedom and ease
matter of liquidation and
g the lines of general revi-

sion of the trust company tatutes are adequate proof

of his efficiency and ability.
I am aware that no act of the Legislature can legislate

honesty into bank officers and directors who have a

tendency to be dishonest. But if we cannot legislate

honesty into these men who commit traitorous and lar-
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the trust company laws, specifically prohibiting loans
to a director or the officers of funds in the savings de-
partment.
5. Consider a limitation on commercial department

loans based upon savings department pass books except
as additional collateral security to prevent the unfair
result of denying a set-off in the event of a bank's closing
on loans secured by savings department pass books.
Possibly this could be taken care of by extending the
set-off provision to allow such set-offs, although it brings
in the complication of interdepartmental transfers where
set-offs are involved.
6. Consider the advisability of requiring an experi-

enced real estate man passing upon all mortgages in the
savings department as a member of the investment com-
mittee or otherwise. Such person to file a sworn state-
ment or a statement under the penalty of perjury giving
full details of the property, approximate income, etc.,
having such a person make an appraisal every three
years in which he is to state what improvements, if any,
have been made to the property during that period, and
also bringing the previous statement up to date as to
general condition, income, marketability, etc.

7. Insert a provision preventing an additional mort-
gage being taken in the savings department, even though
both mortgages when combined appear to be less than a
60 per cent valuation; at the same time prohibit second
mortgages being taken as security directly or otherwise
where the first mortgage is in the savings department,
even though necessary to avert a loss on a construction
loan, etc. Such additional loans should only be made
with savings department funds, and should clearly
state that the loan was made to avert a loss upon the
prior mortgage or for the purpose of conserving the prior
mortgage as an asset.

JOHN P. HIGGINS.

I
.. '

i

7).
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APPENDIX A.

EXPENSES IN LIQUIDATION.

DECEMBER 20, 1932.
t

To the Special Commission on Revii3ion of the Laws Relating to Trust
Companies and to the liquidation of Banks.

At the Commission's request,i there is submitted herewith a
summary of the chief points ccincerning the subject of liqui-
dation expenses discussed durinig the hearings, together with
supporting figures and information pertaining to the specific

ibanks now closed. i
iThere are fifteen trust comp nies and two savings banks

now closed, Arlington Trust C. mpany of Lawrence having
resumed business on October 20,11932.
Each bank presents a proble4 peculiar to itself. The ex-

pense of the liquidation, the nuinber of employees required,
the organization of the force employed, the extent to which
legal counsel must be resorted to, are all bound to vary in
each bank. The policy of handling the expenses incident
thereto must be adjusted in accordance with the type and
quality of the assets, the community in which the bank is
located, together with the difficuliies encountered in collecting
indebtednesgi owed to the bank. 'Uniformity in total cost, or
in the ratio of expense to recovery, cannot be expected.
For convenient consideration this subject is divided into

subsections, as follows:

I. EXPENSES OTHER THAN FO AGENTS AND ATTORNEYS.

For the purpose of pointing ou what personnel the stock-
holders and directors of the seve al closed banks considered
was necessary in handling the sp ific assets and in adminis-
tering the affairs of their respective institutions while con-

tducting business, there is set forth elow a compilation showing
the number of officers and employ es employed by the seven-
teen specific banks now closed at he time of closing thereof,
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Address by William B. Cudlip,
Counsel, Michigan Bankers Association,

Convention of the Michigan Bankers Asso., June 22, 1934.
(Michigan Investor, July 7, 1934)

* * * * * * * *

It seems to me that the time has come when the bankers of each

state must take the necessary steps to secure the codifying and moderniza-

tion of state banking laws. By the same token state banking associations

and the American Bankers Association should urge the President to appoint
a aualified group of men to correlate and suggest modifications of all

of the various measures now on the Federal statute books relating to

banking and credit. The object of all should be the preservation of

private banking under practical and time-proven restrictions for a fair
profit, and study to determine the extent of Government competition and

interferences, and the future duration thereof.

I cannot urge too fervently that bankers and their associations

all over the country give earnest thought to this whole question. To

my way of thinking it is the gravest problem before you.
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SOME: CANADIAN BANKING—by E. L. Ltewert Patterson (19n.)

Cheptel III--Legal Framework

PuiME, 

Cash heserve (Lectiou 60)

The benk must hold in Lominion of Canaou notes net less then

4U per cent, of the eesh reserves which it hex in Censda. Lrmng,enents

for issuing Dominion notee in exchange for gold and for redeeming them

are mace et the branch offices o. the Department of rint.nce,

Toronto, Aontreel, Ralifcx, bt. John, e.Lnuipeg, Victoria, Cht,rlottetown,

hegina end Celgary.

Thie ia the only reference to the caeh reserve in the Act. It

is left to the judgment of the bankera themselvee to meintain E sound

liquid poeition and aecide the percent4ge of ceserve to 11.:_bilitiee.

Beserveb

This clause Wki8 introduced Into the Bung_ Let in the eeriy days

of (Infederation end WWS frankly intended 46 forced loen fron the

benke. It haB been retained at each subsequent revision, although the

reeson for the clause has long eince oieappeerea. spurt from tesis

condition it is left entireiy to Lac judgment of thE individual banks

tht-meelves to fix their own ctsh reseIves, end the experience so far tirs

fully borne out the visoom of non-interference in tais coanection on

the pert of the Government. The daily redemption of notes and cheeue

through the clearings ail over Cauade acts as a constant check to eay

tendency on the pert of a beek Leo lower itz reaerva below crteia

limit.

Banking conditions are so varied in the different uections of the

countr that it would be impoesible to establish a fixed lcgal reserve

which would suit ell conditions and eeeeona, witAout seriously affecting

the supply of loanable funas. A fixed legal reeerve has been compered

to certain beds in e hospital which, on the occeeion of great diseeter,

the superintendent refused pirmission to use, eseerting thtt they suet be

reserved for emergencies. To esteblimn a legal reserve means that if

the reserve is ever used for tne purpoee it is intended for, the law is

broken and n bank becomee liable for severe penalties.

Ae a wholL, past experience h%s demonetratvd that the question of

the amount of reserve maintained may be safely left to the individual bankz

thenselves.
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SOURCE: CANADIAN BANKING--by E. L. Stewart Patterson (1932)

Chapter I--Historical and Economic BackEround
Pages8-9

It is notable that the revisions are neither made by theorists
nor tainted with political expediency. The ablest men in the country,
regerdless of thc.ir politics, are consulted and give evidence before
the parliamentary committee which has charge of the Bank Act revisions.
Lawyers, merchants, farmers, bankers and others equally well qualified
contribute their criticism and advise towards the advancement of the
best interests of the country. The measures are then fully debated
and when finally passed are ecceptable to all interested.
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MOTES OILED UPON STATMITS OORTAINED II REPOFT OF VW ROYAL CONIMION

oti Baum.; Caii;COACY IN =tail

Lt. jLi.

Tne CuaLdii.41 Lank Act, ia contrast to legisibtion in the

Milted Stater and South :aericet,does not proiricie for cpecific or

simians cash re;,zrve; it dotts reoire, however, tbv.t 4o per aent of

the "ChS rescrv'.01 of the Canadian hanks shall be in rosinion notes.
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NOTES BASET UPON STATIMITS CONTAINED IN REPORT 01' THE ROYAL OMISSION
al NANKING AND CURRENCY IN CANADA

P 441

It hne been eatimatad that thc rate of turnover of checking

accounts of individuels is roughly fifty times as gryat so sowings

account. Interest ie paid upon savings accounts et a rate 01101 Is a

mattr of comlon policy on thE pext of the banks. On illy 1, 195Z, tbe

rats was reduced to 2i per cent from l5 per cent at which it had stood

for sous thirtir roars. In addition te) this, special rets are paid

upon certain deposits under agreement with the de?ositor.

(NOTE: This contrasts rather noticeably with the attempt on the port
of supervisory authoritt:s in tne U.S. to regulate minutely the
matter of interest payments.)
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TO HIS EXCELLENCY, T.H.E GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF
MICHIGAN:

Pursuant to Act 181 of the Public Acts of 1935, the Commission for
the Recodification of Laws Relating to Michigan Financial Institutions
submits herewith its report containing its findings, as a result of its
studies, and its recommendations for legislation to accomplish the stand-
ardization, unification, codification and correlation of all existing laws
applicable to the financial institutions of the State, as well as the repeal
of all unnecessary laws affecting the same, and the enactment of such
new laws as may be necessary or proper.

Howard C. Lawrence, Chairman,
Felix H. FL Flynn,
Joseph C. Murphy,
Edward W. Fehling,
William B. Cudlip,
James M. Shackleton,
James R. Lowe.

Fred I. Chase,
Secretary.
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REPORT

OF

THE COMMISSION FOR THE RECODIFICATION
OF LAWS RELATING TO MICHIGAN FINAN-

CIAL INSTITUTIONS

I.

CREATION AND ORGANIZATION OF COMMISSION

The Legislature at its 1935 Session enacted Public Act No. 181
providing for the creation of a commission to revise and recodify the
laws of this State relating to and concerning savings banks, commercial
banks banks engaged in both the commercial and savings business,
private banks, industrial banks, trust companies and safety and collateral
deposit companies; to define the duties and powers of such commission
and to make an appropriation to defray the necessary expenses of the
commission and its members.
The Act became effective June 6, 1935. The commission thereby

created is known as the Commission for the Recodification of Laws
Relating to Michigan Financial Institutions. Among other things, the
Act provided that the Commission have a membership of seven persons
including the Commissioner of the Banking Department. The Commis-
sioner was designated as Chairman of the Commission, and the Secretary-
of the State Senate was designated as Secretary. As prescribed by the
Act, four of the members were appointed by the Governor, and the re-
maining two were appointed by the President cif the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives, respectively. The membership
of the Commission is as follows :

Howard C. Lawrence, Chairman,
Lansing, Michigan,

Felix H. H. Flynn,
Cadillac, Michigan,

Joseph C. Murphy,
Detroit, Michigan,

Edward W. Fehling,
St. Johns, Michigan,

William B. Cudlip,
Detroit, Michigan,

James M. Shackleton,
Saginaw, Michigan,

James R. Lowe,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Section 2 of the Act charged the Commission with the duty of studying
the laws of this State relating to and concerning the financial institutions
heretofore mentioned with the view of standardizing, harmonizing, unify-
ing, codifying and correlating all existing laws applicable to such institu-
tions; the repeal of all unnecessary laws affecting the same and the enact-
ment of all such new laws as may be necessary or proper. A copy of the
Act is set forth in Appendix A.
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At the time of the passage of the Act and until February 15, 1936,
Honorable Rudolph E. Reichert, who was then Commissioner of the Bank-
ing Department, was a member and Chairman of the Commission. Hon-
orable Howard C. Lawrence, the present Commissioner, succeeded him in
this capacity upon his appointment. James M. Shackleton acted as Vice
Chairman of the Commission.

OBJECTIVES OF THE COMMISSION

In carrying out the duties imposed upon it by the provisions of the Act,
the primary object of the Commission has been to produce an inclusive,
modern and practicable code for the organization and regulation of Mich-
igan's financial institutions. The present separate statutes regulating
the organization and operation of the several types of institutions de-
scribed in the Act have been amended from time to time since the date
of their original enactment but no complete revision of all of these laws
has ever been undertaken. Such a revision is essential at this time in
view of the many recent changes in our economic life and new Federal
banking legislation which directly affect our financial institutions. No
state has recently attempted to attack this problem in a comprehensive
way. In directing this important study, the Legislature of Michigan
has taken a progressive and forward-looking step.
In order to have an orderly and integrated code, it is necessary that

the separate statutes governing our financial institutions be repealed and
a new general code be enacted containing provisions with respect to all
types of financial institutions. It has been necessary to consider the
provisions of all of the existing laws in light of the geneM economic
and banking experiences of the last several years, and particularly the
years of the recent depression. The main problem in this respect was
one of retaining all that is sound and workable in existing laws, making
such changes therein by deletion or otherwise as experience has dictated,
and adding necessary provisions in order that the resulting statute be
consistent and in harmony with current sound business and financial
practices—this for the protection of the public and the depositors, share-
holders, directors and officers of these institutions.
Many provisions of existing statutes are not operative and enforceable

because they lack clarity, because they are not flexible, and because they
have been the subject of conflicting interpretations as to their meaning.
We have attempted to remedy this condition. We have attempted to
correlate and harmonize the provisions of certain sections of existing
statutes which were common to all institutions. We have attempted to set
forth the provisions of the several chapters in chronological order. The
retained language of the existing statutes has been refined where neces-
sary. While these la tter items are relatively unimportant, it is quite
necessary that a lengthy code be prepared in a clear and orderly fashion.

It was necessary to consider the effect of present Federal legislation
in formulating the code. Since 1933, Congress has enacted many statutes
which affect not only national banks but state banks. Particularly
prominent are the Banking Acts of 1933 and 1935. Where possible, the
provisions of the code conform with sound provisions of the National
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Bank Act and other Federal acts pertaining to banking and finance.
Such action tends to equalize the provisions of the national and
state banking laws to the mutual advantage of both Federal and
State institutions. Further, the proposed code contains provisions which
permit state banks to avail themselves of the benefits of Federal agencies
if they elect to do so. In time of emergency there is always concern
over monetary and financial matters. Congress has passed many new
laws affecting all banks. We do not countenance the philosophy and
contents of these laws in all respects. Undoubtedly, they can be im-
proved. We simply make it possible for state institutions to take ad-
vantage of them if they desire to do so.
We have always kept before us the thought that laws governing finan-

cial institutions must be practicable, workable and understandable. In
this respect, they are no different from other laws, but it is noteworthy
that legislation of this character, perhaps more than any other single
type, has not been changed to meet new circumstances as they
suggest themselves. We have recommended a law which is flexible.
In many instances, the sound judgment of the supervising authority,
formulated pursuant to standards created by the law, will govern im-
portant matters of policy and regulation. Experience has proven that
an inflexible law is disadvantageous in that its mandates are in many
cases outmoded due to constantly changing conditions.

Finally, we have adhered strongly to the theory that no amount of
legislation can produce good banks and good bank management. For
that reason no law should unduly hinder private initiative or supplement
the judgment of those charged with the management of our financial in-
stitutions. The function of banking laws is to provide wise regulation
in the public interest. We have steadfastly adhered to the primary
thought that the business of banking is a public trust and that our
financial institutions must be operated primarily for the protection of
depositors. We have suggested changes which will further insure this
protection.

GENERAL COMMENTS RELATING TO ALL TYPES OF FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS

We feel that all financial institutions in Michigan should be supervised
by the same public authority and that such authority should be strength-
ened. To that end, we recommend the creation of a "Department of
Financial Institutions" to replace the present bureau of the State De-
partment now known as the State Banking Department.

All of the institutions described in the act creating the Recodification
Commission, namely, banks, trust companies, industrial banks and safety
and collateral deposit companies, with the exception of private banks,
are now subject to the supervision of the State Banking Department, the
chief officer of which is known as the Commissioner of the Banking
Department. We have recommended that the new Department shall
supervise all of these institutions, except private banks, and also building
and loan associations. This necessitates a transfer of the supervision of
building and loan associations from the Secretary of State to the De-
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partment. lt is proposed that the Department shall be managed by a
non-partisan full time commission of three members to be selected by
the Governor by and with the consent of the Senate. It is proposed that
the first members of the commission be appointed for the terms of two,
four and six years respectively, and that thereafter, their successors be
appointed for terms of six years. The Act provides for staggered terms
for the members of the Commission in order to insure a continuity of
experience and a stability and consistency of policy. It appears to us to
be of prime importance that the personnel of this supervisory body be
entirely removed from the sphere of politics, and that at all times the
membership of the commission and the employees of the Department
consist of trained and qualified persons. Fortunately for Michigan, this
situation has always been characteristic of the personnel of the present
Banking Department.
A tremendous burden is imposed upon the supervising authority under

the proposed flexible law. Because of this, we feel that the responsibility
of administration should be shared by three members of a commission
rather than be assumed by one officer. We want to make it clear that
our view is no reflection upon the present or past supervision of Michigan
financial institutions. It results from a realization of the tremendous
responsibility and wide new powers which are imposed and con-
ferred upon the supervising authority under the proposed law. Ex-
amples of that responsibility and power will appear later in this report
and in the proposed code. Appendix B contains a chart comparing the
powers now exercised by the Commissioner of the Banking Department
and those granted to the Commission under the proposed law.
We are not unaware of the many fine arguments which can be advanced

in favor of reposing the responsibility for the management of the Depart-
ment in one person who would, of course, select his deputies and assist-
ants. Surely, centralized responsibility has much in its favor. Boards
and commissions of ttimes fall by virtue of their own weight. We are
confident that this important matter of policy will have the closest
attention of the Legislature.
The responsibility of the proposed supervising authority in Michigan

can, in some measure, be imagined when one realizes that the total value
of the assets of all of the institutions which would be subject to its super-
vision, as shown in Appendix C. In the past it has been greatly in excess
of this figure. This figure does not include the value of the assets handled
by trust companies and banks as trustees. Appendix C contains a chart
which sets forth the resources of these institutions according to the latest
reports.
We adhere strongly to the view that the appointment of examiners and

other employees of the Department should be made by the Commission
on a civil service and merit basis. The proposed law contains provisions
to this end. No general civil service law should be applicable to the
employees of the Department, for the work of these employees is highly
specialized and calls for special training and experience in the field of
finance. Such cmployees should be carefully selected and should receive
compensation commensurate with their ability, experience and the nature
of their work. Opportunity for advancement must also be offered if we
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are to maintain at all times an efficient, trained and continuing personnel
in this important branch of public service.
At present, Michigan banks, with the approval of the Commissioner

of the Banking Department, may operate trust departments exercising
full or limited trust powers, depending upon their capitalization. Trust
companies are authorized, with the approval of the Commissioner of the
Banking Department, to operate banking departments under certain cir-
cumstances. These functions should be separated so far as possible and
we have recommended that trust companies shall not have power to
operate general banking departments.

It is true that national banks may operate trust departments with the
approval of the Federal Reserve Board, irrespective of whether trust
companies chartered under the law of the State of Michigan have the
power to transact a general banking business. This does not mean that
the practice is wholesome and we feel that broad, unsound practices
should not be encouraged by this state simply because the laws of the
Federal Government are different. In this conclusion we are not unaware
of the resulting competitive situation in large cities.
We do not recommend that State banks be deprived of the privilege

of operating a trust department for the reason that all of the seventy-five
State banks operating such departments are located in the smaller com-
munities and, for the most part, exercise only limited trust powers.
This means that for the most part they are confined to exercising the
powers of guardian, executor and administrator. In the very nature of
things, this is a service that cannot be denied to the residents of these
communities which could not support a trust company. These banks do
not regard this business as a primary source of income but are primarily
concerned with service to their local customers. There are thirteen trust
companies in Michigan, all of which are located in the larger cities. Be-
cause of the adequate service rendered by them, only three of these cities
have banks operating trust departments.
We have recommended changes in the law which provide so far as pos-

sible for an equalization between general banks operating industrial loan
departments and industrial banks as to so-called "industrial banking"
practices.
We have recommended the establishment of a definite limitation of lia-

bility on the part of the banks and trust companies in connection with
the operation of their safe deposit departments.
There are many provisions in the different chapters of the code relat-

ing to the different financial institutions, principally banks, trust com-
panies and industrial banks which have been developed in an identical
or similar way. We refer to such matters as voluntary liquidation, re-
ceivership, consolidation, reorganization, the length of time for which
an institution is permitted to hold other real estate, the removal of double
liability of shareholders, the investment of the capital funds of the in-
stitutions and trust funds, dividend policy, reserve requirements, meet-
ings of shareholders and directors, and other mutual provisions.
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IV.

BANKS

Naturally, most of the work of the supervising authority for financial
institutions in any state relates to those which do a general banking
business. This work is no more important than that relating to other
types of institutions but the volume is very much greater because of the
preponderance of banking ineitutions.
Under existing law, charters may be issued for a savings bank, a com-

mercial bank or for a bank doing both classes of business. In Michigan
at the present time, we have two purely state-chartered commercial banks,
three purely savings banks and three hundred sixty-four banks doing a
combined commercial and savings business. We have eighty-four na-
tional banks. Some of the national banks operate trust departments.
Some of the state banks operate trust departments and also industrial
loan departments.
The National Bank Act authorizes the creation of one type of bank only,

and national banks were intended to be, and are, generally thought of as
commercial banks. This conception is gradually changing due to the
desire of national banks, particularly in the smaller communities, to com-
pete with state banks in all branches of the banking business. The Fed-
eral Reserve Act of 1913 and subsequent Federal laws have increasingly
recognized time and savings deposits for national banks and permit
loans and investments not purely commercial in character.
The necessity for conforming the provisions of the proposed law to the

social and economic necessities of the day exists particularly in the field
of deposit banking. Much has been written and spoken about the opera-
tion of banks and the laws affecting them, yet, for several reasons it is
difficult indeed to prepare anything nearly approaching a set of laws
which guarantee perfect operation. No such goal is attainable. In the
last analysis, the success of any financial institution operating under
normal conditions, depends upon the management of that institution.
Nevertheless, experience has proven that certain laws are necessary and
that many changes can now be made in our banking laws to the ad-
vantage of everyone. Perhaps our banking code should have been amended
in the past at more regular intervals. During the depths of the recent
crisis, we found that our laws were not equal to the strain. We also dis-
covered that difficulty of operation under those laws contributed in a
large measure to the problems of that time.
Since 1933, Congress has labored over the legislative problem so far as

national banks, members of the Federal Reserve System and banks insured
by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation are concerned. Undoubt-
edly, the most significant bank legislation since the Federal Reserve Act
of 1913 consists of the Banking Act of 1933 and the Banking Act of 1935.
Through the authority exercised over state banks which are members of
the Federal Reserve System or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, Federal agencies today have considerable power with refer-
ence to the organization and operation of state banks. We mention this
for the reason that any state law must be drawn not only with the thought
of the experience of that state in mind, but also in light of the fact that
under present Federal laws, banking is no longer an entirely local func-
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tion. These laws impinge upon state financial institutions to the point
where it is necessary to consider each provision of a suggested state law in
light of existing Federal laws if a semblance of correlation and parity
is to be preserved between national banks and state banks which are
members of the Federal Reserve System or insured by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, and those which are not.
For example, all our Michigan banks, national and state, except

thirteen, are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
created by the Banking Act of 1933. This Federal Corporation, exer-
cises authority over the capital structure, management and practices
of these member banks, whether they are members of the Federal Re-
serve System or not. The Federal Reserve Board, by virtue of new
powers granted to it by the above Acts, wields tremendous power over the
investment policy of its members, the character of their loans and dis-
counts, the amount of credit which shall be available to them at any
time from the Federal Reserve Bank in their districts and the potential
amount of credit which they may extend to their customers. The under-
lying theory of these Acts is to recognize the national character of bank-
ing as respects certain of its functions without "nationalizing" the banks
of the states in the strict sense of the word. In other words, the under-
lying theory is that the business of banking is primarily the extension of
credit and the control of credit flow. Today, policies in this respect are
determined by agencies of the Federal Government. Whether this is
desirable or not cannot be debated here. The laws exist and the fact
must be recognized so long as our State institutions are governed by
them.
In formulating proposals for the code relating to banks in this state,

we have been compelled to bear these thoughts in mind and to. reconcile
all problems with this situation to a large extent. Not to do so, would
be to create a condition whereby state banks which are members of the
Federal Reserve System or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation would operate under a set of laws substantially different
than the remaining state banks which are not members of the System or
insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. In all prob-
ability, this would result in an unbalanced system among institutions
chartered by the same public authority and might conceivably produce
serious consequences.
The point can best be illustrated as follows: So long as state banks

wish to be insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and
so long as the insurance idea has social weight, it is fair to assume that
no state legislature would pass a law which would prevent the state
banks from insuring their deposits. On the contrary, it would enact
laws, as has been done, which would permit such banks to take every
advantage of the Federal Act. So, in a large measure, the laws of a
given state relative to banking cannot be formulated independently of
the laws of the Federal Government relative to the same subject and the
financial practices of the country at large. We have attempted to deal
with this difficult problem to the best of our ability.
No one knows what the future legislative policy of the Federal Govern-

ment pertaining to banks will be. It appears to us that complete control
of the banking system of the Nation should not be and will not be lodged
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with the Federal Government. We emphatically favor the dual banking
system. It has worked well and there is nothing in the record to indicate
that lodgment of all authority over the nation's banks with federal
officials would produce better results. So long as state banks elect to
become subject to federal laws by membership in the Federal Reserve
System or be insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the
future task is to create a proper division of supervisory power between the
Federal and State Governments. We feel that our economic life is such
that the Federal Government through a single agency should have power
to exercise reasonable authority over the flow of liank credit. Our credit
policy is no longer a local question. Beyond this, a wide field for study
and discussion is opened.
As soon as possible, all Federal banking laws should be examined and

revised. They require simplification. They should be amended to pro-
vide that a single Federal agency should exercise whatever powers are
to be exercised by the Comptroller of the currency, the Federal Reserve
Board and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in order that
duplication of effort, confusion and divided responsibility may be
eliminated. All of these laws, including the most recent, must be welded
into a workable, balanced code which will promote sound policy, recog-
nize the sovereignty of the states, properly balance the power between
the Federal and State Governments and make such amendments as are
necessary to reflect the functional and structural changes which this
age has imposed upon our banking system. Because of its authority
over state banks, already manifest in the creation of the Federal Reserve
System and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal
Government must assume the leadership in this program. Only when
the Federal laws have been revised, will there be a real opportunity for
the several states to enact further intelligent and harmonious legislation.
The changes proposed by us in the existing general Bank Act result

from the necessity of recognizing the situation described above and the
experiences gained in operating under the present act. Fundamentally,
the present act is a good one and the proposals for changes relate to
matters which have suggested themselves to everyone familiar with
present business and financial practices, especially those arising since
the World War. We sought to formulate a set of laws under which the
banker can operate in the public interest under changing conditions.
The major changes proposed are as follows :
1. The Commission is given broad power with respect to the discipline

of bank management for violations of the law and regulations issued
pursuant thereto. These provisions do not attempt to substitute the
judgment of the supervising authority for that of the banker but insure
the effectiveness of public supervision.

2. Any number of persons not less than five may incorporate to carry
on the business of banking under the proposed law. The present Gen-
eral Banking Act permits the incorporators to organize a savings bank
or a commercial bank or a bank doing both types of business. The gen-
eral bank law of 1857 is the foundation upon which the present General
Bank Act was developed. (Act 135, Public Acts of Michigan, 1857).
This general bank law was amended• in 1871 by Act 74, Public Acts of
Michigan, 1871, by the addition of a new subdivision entitled "Savings
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Banks." By this subdivision, the transaction of a savings business was
permitted by banks organized under the general banking law, subject
to the conditions contained therein, the most important of which pro-
vided that in case of insolvency, the savings depositors were entitled to
a preference in payment over all other creditors of the bank.
The incorporation of savings associations had been first authorized

by Act 119, Public Acts of Michigan, 1869. At the same time that the
general law was amended in 1871 to provide for the transaction of a
savings business under that law, the Savings Association Act was also
amended by Act 183, Public Acts of Michigan, 1871, to provide that in
case of the insolvency of any savings association, the savings depositors
were to be considered as preferred creditors. Subsequently, by Act 29,
Public Acts of Michigan, 1883, the Savings Association Law was repealed
and all such associations then doing business were continued as corpora-
tions under the general bank law.
In 1887, by Act 205, Public Acts of Michigan, 1887, the general banking

law of Michigan was revised and the provision providing for the priority
of savings depositors in the event of insolvency was eliminated entirely.
The following provision was substituted :

"Sec. 29. Any bank combining the business of a commercial bank
and a savings bank shall keep separate books of account for each
kind of business : Provided, that all receipts, investments and trans-
actions relating to each of said classes of business shall be gov-
erned by the provisions and restrictions herein specifically provided
for the respective kinds of banks."

The requirement that the assets of the commercial and savings depart-
ment should be segregated first appeared in 1893, when the following
proviso was added to Section 29 above mentioned, by Act 194, Public
Acts of Michigan, 1893 :

"And provided further, that all the investrnents relating to the
savings department shall be kept entirely separate and apart from
the other business of the bank, and that the fifteen percent reserve
required by the provisions of this act to be kept on the savings de-
posits shall be kept separate and distinct from the reserve required
on the commercial -deposits, and that such portion of said savings
deposits as are on hand unloaned or deposited with other banks
or reserve agents and the investments made with the funds deposited
by savings depositors shall be held solely for the payment of the
depositors of said funds."

This legislative history discloses that at one time in Michigan the
business of commercial banking and savings banking was absolutely
separated, that is, transacted by different institutions. Later, general
banks were permitted to transact a savings business and savings de-
positors were granted a preference upon distribution of assets in case
of insolvency, but were given no lien on property right. After the
passage of Act 194, Public Acts of Michigan, 1893, segregation of com-
mercial and savings assets by the same bank was required, and the sav-
ings depositor given a lien upon savings assets or a property right much
different and more substantial than the right of preference in case of
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insolvency. This theory was retained in the 1929 revision of the general
bank law.
Recognizing the difference in theory and practice between commercial

and savings banking, the legislature required the segregation of savings
assets from commercial assets when it authorized the same institutions
to transact both types of business. Savings or thrift funds were not to
be subjected to the risks of commercial investment policies. The sav-
ings business was to stand by itself and savings funds were to be invested
in bonds and secured loans by direction of statute. It was also recog-
nized that savings deposits are generally invested in capital as dis-
tinguished for self-liquidating obligations and that such investments
may not be as readily liquidated. Therefore, the usual contract with
the savings depositors gave the bank the right to demand a sixty or
ninety day notice before it was required to pay the demand of the savings
depositor. The law requiring the segregation of assets was designed to
prevent a raid in a period of emergency upon all of the assets of the
bank by commercial depositors who were not subject to such a rule.
The business of commercial banking is distinct and separate in theory

and practice from that of savings banking, just as investment banking
is different from commercial banking. Theoretically, separate institu-
tions should transact the business of a savings bank. This is not prac-
ticable for the reason that most of the communities in the state could
not support separate institutions transaeting the savings and commercial
business of the locality. Thus, banks are now permitted to transact both
types of business subject to the safeguards mentioned above.
The proposed code eliminates the segregation theory places all de-

posits on a parity in the event of insolvency and does not give the savings
depositors a lien upon savings assets during the current operation of
the bank. It also removes the specified requirements for the investment
of savings assets and substitutes therefor general rules for the invest-
ment of these funds.
These changes are proposed for the reason that the segregation theory

did not operate as intended during the recent banking crisis. In all but
a few cases, the assets of the commercial departments of banks are being
liquidated with better reseults than those of their savings departments.
This is due to the fact that by law savings deposits are required to be
invested in mortgages, real estate mortgage bonds and other secured
loans which are "slow" assets from the point of view of liquidation and
for the reason that the law with reference to segregation made it possible
for bankers to dilute the quality of the savings assets through inter-
dealings with the commercial department. Requiring banks to invest
their savings deposits in securities defined in the statutes while provid-
ing an apparently safe way of protecting savings deposits, ofttimes con-
tains investment requirements which are too rigid and ineffective in a
world of constantly changing investment practices due to varying
economic conditions.

Segregation of assets also proved undesirable for the reason that while
savings assets were segregated and invested for the most part in capital
obligations, each savings deposit was in fact a demand deposit just as a
commercial deposit. It is perfectly consistent to require that a commer-
cial deposit be available on demand for these deposits should be invested
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in short term liquid loans and investments. That a savings depositor

should be able to regard his deposit as a demand deposit at all times is

utterly inconsistent with the facts of the case. In normal times, his

deposit can be returned to him on demand, but in times of economic

emergency, the return to all depositors might be impossible, because

the long-time capital investments made with such deposits cannot be

liquidated overnight at their face value.

It is true that pass books contain regulations requiring a thirty to

ninety day notice from the depositor, but these proved ineffective, for

the exercise of the option on the part of the bank gave notice to the world

that it was not in a position to pay all of its savings deposits in full,

and consequently, failure invariably resulted. In 1933, bankers could

not convert America into cash overnight. They will never be able to

do so. They had and still have unperformable contracts with their sav-

ings depositors when measured by conditions of an economic crisis.

The result of all this is that banks today invest their savings deposits

substantially the same as they invest their commercial deposits, namely,

in obligations which can readily be realized upon at the purchase price.

In the long run, this practice deprives the savings depositor of the inter-

est rate which he is entitled to receive upon thrift funds and deprives the

Nation of the use of a large share of funds which should be employed in

capital investment. This is not a healthy situation. We are either

going to have a banking system whereby sa vings and commercial banking

is absolutely divorced, which is not necessary, or a system whereby single

institutions can manage all of the money of the community under per-

formable contracts with the depositors. To accomplish the latter, changes

are necessary in our banking laws.
Our approach to this problem has been through the elimination of the

segregation theory in our law and the elimination of specific statutory

requirements for the investment of savings deposits. We also recommend

the inclusion of a provision which authorizes the Board of Directors of a

bank, with the approval of the supervising authority, to impose reason-

able restrictions upon the withdrawal of deposits during an economic

emergency, which power can be exercised by the supervising authority

in the event that the Board of Director fails to act and the authority

believes that such action is necessary.

We are not at all satisfied that this is the final sound approach to this

problem which is probably the most important banking problem today.

The theory of future bank operation seems clear. At this time the

technique to be employed is not quite so clear. Considerable study must

yet be given to this problem. Because of the control of the Federal Gov-

ernment over national banks and partial control over state banks, it

appears to us that the problem will have to be given national as dis-

tinguished from local attention. For competitive reasons, a change

in banking technique, of this important character, cannot easily be made

in a state under present conditions.

It is possible that the solution lies in requiring absolute segregation of

assets which implies a segregation of capital, prohibiting dealing between

departments and some change in the deposit contract between the bank

and the savings depositor which will permit the banker to invest savings

funds in capital obligations without the resulting penalty to his insti-
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tution if these obligations cannot be immediately liquidated. A change
in the relationship between bank and depositor, backed by the force of law
and contract, is necessary. This whole problem must be given further
intensive study for the reasons mentioned above as respects both national
and state banks.
3. Banks are permitted to buy and sell securities and stocks without

recourse, solely upon the order and for the account of customers. Banks
are prohibited from underwriting any issue of securities or stocks, but
may purchase for their own account investment securities as defined in
the law under such limitations and conditions as the Commission may
by regulation prescribe.
The law defines generally the term "investment securities," restricts

the amount thereof of any one obligor or maker to an amount not in
excess of ten per cent of the capital and surplus of the bank and excepts
from the limitations and restrictions of the law, obligations of the United
States of America, any obligations which are wholly guaranteed as to
principal and interest by the United States of America, and the obliga-
tions of any state or the political subdivisions thereof.
The present law requires that banks invest savings funds in specified

types of securities and loans. As stated above, while banks will still
receive savings and time deposits, segregation of assets has been elimi-
nated. Under the proposed law, the investment securities in which all
of the assets of a bank may be invested are generally described. Experi-
ence has proven that it is not wise to declare by law the type of invest-
ment securities which a bank might purchase. It is better that these
provisions be flexible. What might prove to be a good investment at
the time of the enactment of the law might not be such at a later time.
4. The provisions of the present law with respect to branch banking

have been strengthened.
5. Under certain conditions, banks still are permitted to operate trust

departments. The extent to which they can exercise trust powers de-
pends upon their capitalization. It has been provided that funds de-
posited or held in trust by a bank acting as trustee, awaiting investment
or other disposition, must be carried in a separate account or accounts
and shall not be used by the bank in the conduct of its banking business
unless it shall first set aside in the trust department an equal amount of
obligations of the United States of America or other securities approved
by the Commission. In the event of failure of the bank, the owners of
trust funds have a lien upon such securities.
6. A bank is permitted to operate a safe deposit and storage depart-

ment or invest an amount not exceeding in the aggregate fifteen per cent
of its unimpaired capital and surplus in the stock of a safety and col-
lateral deposit company organized under the laws of the State of Mich-
igan. The liability of a bank operating such a department on account
of any loss to a customer shall not exceed the sum of $10,000.00 for any
one box or compartment. A statutory lien is granted to the bank upon
the property received by it for safe keeping to insure payment of charges.

7. Banks may hold other real estate for a period of five years and
with the consent of the Commission for an additional period not to exceed
five years.
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8. Under existing law, banks, with the approval of the Commissioner

of the Banking Department, may operate "industrial loan" departments.
Recognizing the increasing importance of this type of business, changes
have been proposed in the law to permit the operation of these depart-
ments in a simpler fashion ; to provide that the amount of any one loan
shall not exceed three per cent of its capital and surplus as contrasted
with the present two per cent limitation ; and to provide that the maxi-

mum period of such loans shall be eighteen months from the date thereof

as contrasted with the present period of twelve months. We recommend
that a bank may invest an amount not to exceed twenty-five per cent
of its total deposits or two and a half times the amount of its capital
and surplus, whichever is greater, in loans of this type, with authority
in the Commission to waive these restrictions in view of sound banking
practices. The present law limits the amount of such loans to not more

than fifty per cent of the commercial deposits with the exception that a

purely savings bank may invest in such loans an amount not to exceed
its capital and the amount of the additional liability of the stockholders.

9. The provisions with respect to the minimum capital requirements
upon the organization of a bank have been changed to provide for a
moderate increase in such requirements. It is highly important that a
bank should have an adequate capital structure. That policy should
ever be borne in mind. The proposed law requires that newly organized
banks be subject to the increased minimum capital requirements and that
existing banks meet such requirements within a period of two years from
the effective date of the Act unless the time is extended by the Commis-
sion, provided, however, that the Commission shall not have power to
extend the time beyond a period of two additional years.
10. The law to provide for the elimination of the "double liability"

imposed upon shareholders upon compliance with certain provisions in
the case of all banks formed prior to July 21st, 1933, has been clarified.
The shares of stock in banks formed after that date are not subject to such
liability under the present law.
11. The affairs of each bank shall be managed by a Board of not less

than five nor more than twenty directors.
12. A bank may purchase from any of its directors, or from any firm

of which any of its directors is a member, securities or property when

such purchase is made in the regular course of business upon terms not
less favorable to the bank than those offered by others, or when such
purchase is authorized by a disinterested majority of the Board of
Directors. The same general rule is recommended with respect to the
sale of securities or other property to the directors of 4 bank or to a
firm of which any of its directors is a member.

13. No officer or employee of a bank, in his individual capacity, shall
act as agent in the sale of securities to anyone or receive any commission
or consideration resulting from the sale of securities to anyone, including
the bank employing him.

14. The cash reserve requirements of a non-member bank are measured

by twelve per cent of its total deposits. However, a bank may invest in

obligations of the United States of America or in obligations uncondi-

tionally guaranteed both as to principal and interest by the United

States of America such portion of the required amount of reserve as its

m•=11111
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time and savings deposits bear to its total deposits. The Commission
is empowered to increase the amount of reserve to an amount not more
than twice that prescribed by law. Provision is made for the computa-
tion of reserve balances. For the purpose of this section of the pro-
posed act, the Commission is authorized to define different types of de-
posits.
15. A bank is permitted to make real estate loans secured by first

liens upon improved real estate. The loan must be in the form of an
obligation secured by a mortgage, deed of trust or other instrument, and
any bank may purchase an obligation so secured when the entire amount
thereof is sold to the bank. The amount of any such loan shall not
exceed fifty per cent of the appraised value of the real estate, and no
such loan shall be made for a longer term than live years, except that
such loans may be made in an amount not to exceed sixty per cent of the
appraised value of the real estate, and for a term not longer than ten
years, where the loan is secured by an amortized mortgage under the
terms of which the installment payments are sufficient to amortize forty
per cent or more of the principal of the loan within a period of not
more than ten years. No bank may make real estate loans in an
aggregate sum in excess of its capital and surplus or in excess of thirty-
five per cent of the amount of its time and savings deposits, whichever
is greater. These limitations and restrictions do not apply to the re-
newal or extension of loans heretofore made, nor to loans which are
insured under Title II of the National Housing Act.

16. No bank shall pay any interest on any deposit which is payable
on demand, including public or trust funds. All laws requiring the
payment of interest on public or trust funds are repealed. From time
to time the Commission is required to regulate the rate of interest which
may be paid on time and savings deposits, the rate to depend upon
the maturity, restrictions respecting withdrawals or repayment and
conditions existing by reason of the location of the bank. No bank may
waive any requirement of notice before paying any savings deposit
except as to all savings deposits subject to the same requirements. For
the purpose of this section of the proposed act, the Commission is author-
ized to define different types of deposits. This particular section is
applicable only so long as similar requirements are contained in Federal
laws.

17. The total obligations of any borrower shall not, at any time, ex-
ceed ten per cent of the capital and surplus of the bank. The term "obliga-
tions" is defined. The restrictions shall not apply to the obligations held
by the bank on the effective date of the act. The limitation is subject
to nine exceptions, most of which describe obligations which constitute
commercial paper. As to some of them, the above limitation is removed.
As to others, it is increased.
18. Officers and employees of any bank are prohibited from becoming

indebted to the bank employing them. Provision is made for renewal or
extension of loans in existence prior to the effective date of the act for
not more than three years from the date of approval of the Board of
Directors. A majority of the Board of Directors may authorize the
extension of credit by the bank to an officer or employee in an amount
not to exceed $2500.00. If an officer or employee borrows from or be-

1
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comes indebted to any bank other than the bank employing him, he must
make a written report regarding the borrowing to the Board of Directors
of the bank employing him.

19. The civil liability of bank officers and directors is defined.
20. A bank is prohibited from affiliating itself with any institution

engaged principally in the underwriting and sale of securities.
21. No officer or director or employee of any institution engaged

principally in the issue and sale of securities shall serve at the same
time as an officer or director or employee of any bank, except in certain
cases approved by the Commission.

22. As mentioned above, it is proposed that the Board of Directors
of a bank shall have authority, with the approval of the Commission, to
impose reasonable restrictions upon withdrawals of deposits whenever
it shall deem it necessary in the interest of the depositors, the public
and the bank. The Commission is authorized to impose such restrictions
if the board fails to act under circumstances which appear to the Com-
mission to warrant such action.
23. A bank is prohibited from preferring creditors by way of a pledge

of assets or otherwise, provided that, with the written approval of the
Commission, it may pledge assets not in excess of ten per cent of its
total deposits for the purpose of becoming a depositary for postal savings
or other funds of the Federal Government and the surplus funds of the
State held by the State Treasurer. This section of the proposed law
repeals all inconsistent provisions of existing laws requiring any de-
positary to furnish a bond or other security for the deposit of public
money.
24. No bank may borrow an amount exceeding the amount of its

capital structure unless the borrowing is for the purpose or purposes
specified in eight exceptions contained in the act.

25. A clarified procedure for the voluntary liquidation of a bank has
been proposed. The provisions with respect to the consolidation of a
state bank with a national bank, or one or more state banks, the con-
version of a state bank into a national bank, and the sale of assets by a
state bank have been clarified. Banks are prohibited from consolidating
with trust companies.
26. The complete administration of assets of banks placed in involun-

tary liquidation has been transferred to the Department of Financial
Institutions. The Department with its trained and specialized force
is able to liquidate banks more efficiently than courts. It is provided
that with the approval of the Commission, the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation may act as receiver for any closed banking institution. At
the present time, receivers are appointed and supervised by the court,
except in the case of receivers appointed by the Commissioner of the
Banking Department to succeed conservators appointed by said Commis-
sioner under Act 32, Public Acts of Michigan 1933, now inoperative
except insofar as existing receiverships and conservatorships are con-
cerned.

27. When unable to meet the demands of its creditors, a bank may
be placed in the hands of a conservator appointed by the Commission.
The bank may thereafter be liquidated, reorganized or returned to the
management of the bank. The conservator may still continue the opera-
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tion of the bank under certain restrictions and safeguards. If any insti-
tution requires reorganization, the proposed law specifies the necessary
procedure which requires, among other things, the approval of at least
seventy-five per cent in amount of total deposits and other liabilities, when
such deposits and other liabilities are to be affected under the plan of re-
organization. All plans of reorganization must be approved by a court
of competent jurisdiction.

V.

TRUST COMPANIES

Where possible, provisions of the chapter of the proposed code relating
to trust companies have been made to conform with similar provisions
of the chapter relating to banks. Also, certain provisions of the sub-
jects treated in the proposed law have common application to all in-
stitutions. This is particularly true of banks, trust companies and in-
dustrial banks. We refer to such subjects as dissolution, consolidation,
conservatorship, receivership and reorganization.
Other major changes proposed are as follows :
1. The capital and surplus funds of trust companies are required to

be invested in the same manner as similar funds of banks.
2. Except where statutes expressly countenance certain investments,

all trustees in Michigan, individual or corporate, are required to invest
trust funds as required by the common law of the state. The common
law holds such trustees to the standard of the prudent person acting
under similar circumstances. Statutes permit all trustees to invest funds
in bonds of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation, Federal Home Loan
Banks and Federal Land Banks. A Michigan trust company acting as
trustee is subject to the foregoing rules unless the instrument creating
the trust provides otherwise. The investments of trustee, foundation
and ecclesiastical corporations are governed by statute. We recommend
that a statute be enacted which will define the investment powers of all
trustees, corporate or otherwise, and that all necessary changes be made
in existing laws to secure a uniform rule of investment policy for all
trustees.
3. Trust companies are permitted to mingle the cash balances of

their various trusts for the purpose of redeposit with other financial
institutions.

4. Trust companies as trustee are permitted to create "common trusts".
This practice, carried on under proper safeguards, permits trust com-
panies to diversify the investment of assets of small trusts which other-
wise would not be possible. Prior to the adoption of the Revenue Act of
1936, such trusts were regarded as entities within the meaning of the act
and as such, subject to an income tax. The several beneficiaries were also
taxed upon income. The Revenue Act of 1936 changes this situation by
providing that only the beneficiaries are subject to tax. The practice of
creating "common trusts" is, therefore, receiving a new impetus and we
recommend that trust companies be authorized to create such trusts with
the settlor's permission.
5. Trust companies are no longer permitted to issue certificates of

deposit in exchange for money deposited with them as a debtor, nor may
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they carry on a general banking business as permitted under present law,
but may consolidate with and become part of a state or national bank.
6. A trust company must deposit securities as specified in the Act in

an amount equal to fifty per cent of its capital, but not in excess of the
sum of $250,000.00, with the State Treasurer as security for creditors of
the company. The increased amount of deposited securities should com-
pletely eliminate the necessity for performance bonds sometimes requested
of trust companies by courts.

7. With two exceptions a trust company is prohibited from borrow-
ing or becoming indebted in an amount exceeding the amount of its capital
stock.
8. Moderate increases have been proposed with respect to the minimum

amount of capital required for the organization of a trust company.
9. The law to provide for the elimination of the "double liability"

imposed upon stockholders in the case of all trust companies formed
prior to December 8, 1933, has been clarified. Shares of companies formed
after that date are exempt under present law.

10. The affairs of each trust company shall be managed by a Board
of Directors of not less than five nor more than twenty Directors.

11. Any trust company may purchase from any of its directors, or
from any firm of which any of its directors is a member, securities or
property when such purchases are made in the regular course of business
upon terms not less favorable to the trust company than those offered by
others, or when such purchase is authorized by a disinterested majority
of the Board of Directors. The same rule is recommended with respect
to the sale of securities or other property to the directors of a trust com-
pany or to a firm of which any of its directors is a member.
12. No officer, director or employee of any institution engaged prin-

cipally in the issue and sale of securities shall serve at the same time
as an officer, director or employee of any trust company, except in cer-
tain cases approved by the Commission.

13. No officer or employee of a trust company, in his individual
capacity, shall act as agent in the sale of securities to anyone or receive
any commission or consideration resulting from the sale of securities to
anyone, including the trust company employing him.

14. The civil liability of officers and directors of a trust company is
defined.

15. No trust company may give preference to creditors by pledging
assets or otherwise except by depositing securities with the State Treas-
urer as mentioned in paragraph 6 above.

VI.

INDUSTRIAL BANKS

Under existing law, industrial bank charters may no longer be granted.
There are seven such institutions operating in the State of Michigan.
However, general banks may procure permission from the Commissioner
of the Banking Department to operate what are known as "Industrial
Loan Departments". Industrial banking has always served to create a
very important type of credit, and of late, has assumed increasing
prominence. Everything possible should be done to strengthen the laws
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under which such banks operate in order that this type of credit may be
extended under proper safeguards.
Where possible, provisions of the chapter of the proposed code relating

to industrial banks have been made to conform with similar provisions of
the chapters relating to banks and trust companies. Also, certain provi-
sions of the subjects treated in the proposed law such as dissolution,
consolidation, conservatorship, receivership and reorganization, have
common application to industrial banks as well as general banks and trust
companies. In such cases, the text of the law has not been repeated in
the chapter •on industrial banks, but rather, reference is made to these
provisions contained in the chapter on banks.
Other major changes proposed are as follows :
1. Changes have been recommended in the law which will provide for

more efficient internal bank operation.
2. An industrial bank is permitted to operate a safe deposit and stor-

age department or invest an amount not exceeding in the aggregate fifteen
percent of its unimpaired capital and surplus in the stock of a safety
and collateral deposit company organized under the laws of the State of
Michigan. The liability of an industrial bank operating such a depart-
ment on account of any loss to a customer shall not exceed the sum of
$10,000.00 for any one box or compartment. A statutory lien is granted
to the bank upon the property received by it for safe-keeping to insure
payment of charges.
3. Industrial- banks are prohibited from borrowing or becoming in-

debted to an amount in excess of their capital stock unless the indebted-
ness is for the purpose or purposes specified in five exceptions con-
tained in the law.
4. Industrial banks are authorized to issue preferred stock.
5. The "double liability" imposed upon shareholders of industrial

banks may be removed upon complying with certain procedure.
6. The Board of Directors of an industrial bank shall consist of not

less than five or more than twenty members.
7. Any industrial bank may purchase from any of its directors, or

from any firm of which any of its directors is a member, securities or
property when such purchase is made in the regular course of business
upon terms not less favorable to the bank than those offered by others, or
when such purchase is authorized by a disinterested majority of the
Board of Directors. The same rule is recommended with respect to the
sale of securities or other property to the directors of an industrial bank
or to a firm of which any of its directors is a member.
8. Every industrial bank is required to maintain reserves against all

of its unhypothecated certificates to the same extent and in the same
manner as is required of general banks.
9. No industrial loan may exceed three per cent of the paid in capital

and surplus of the bank. The maturity of each loan shall not be in excess
of eighteen months from the date thereof.

10. The civil liability of officers and directors of an industrial bank is
defined.
11. An industrial bank is prohibited from affiliating itself with any

institution engaged principally in the underwriting and sale of securities.
12. No officer, director or employee of an institution engaged prin-
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cipally in the issue and sale of securities shall serve at the same time
as an officer, director or employee of an industrial bank, except in certain
cases approved by the Commission.

13. No officer or employee of an industrial bank, in his individual
capacity, shall act as agent in the sale of securities to anyone or receive
any commission or consideration resulting from the sale of securities
to anyone including the industrial bank employing him.

14. The method whereby an industrial bank may convert itself into a
general bank has been prescribed. The conversion option must be exer-
cised by the bank prior to the expiration of its present charter. Present
charters may be renewed.

15. An industrial bank may receive time deposits subject to regulation

by the Commission under the same terms and conditions under which
such bank, under the present law, may sell certificates of investment.

VII.

PRIVATE BANKS

Section 98 of Act 328 of the Public Acts of 1931 prohibits the future
transaction of private banking except by those engaged in the business
at the time of the passage of the Act. The intent of the Act as to such
persons was that the business of private banking was to be terminated
when their ownership of such institutions ceased. The law is not clearly
drawn and its interpretation has been such that the purpose declared
by the legislature has not been accomplished. We have recommended
that this section be amended to require private banks to liquidate within
a period of five years from the effective date of the proposed law, or apply
to the Department of Financial Institutions for a bank charter under the
same rules and conditions required of other individuals seeking to organ-
ize a bank. The Commission is authorized to grant an additional five-
year period within which to liquidate, depending on the circumstances.

VIII.

SAFETY AND COLLATERAL DEPOSIT COMPANIES

Minor changes are suggested with reference to existing laws governing
safety and collateral deposit companies. These changes relate to such
matters as by-laws, organization meeting, payment of capital by sub-
scribers and other similar matters. The purpose for which such com-
panies can be formed is limited to the operation of safe deposit and stor-
age vaults. The limited trust functions which now may be performed by
these companies has been eliminated.
The liability of a safety and collateral deposit company on account of

any loss to a customer shall not exceed the sum of $10,000.00 for any
one box or compartment.

IX.

CREDIT UNIONS

Formation of credit unions in Michigan was first authorized by Act
285, Public Acts of 1925. Credit Unions are very desirable thrift institu-
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tions in certain localities, provided they are not subjects of promotional
venture. We have discussed the provisions of our present law with men
who are nationally recognized in this field of thrift finance and find that,
generally speaking, its provisions are most satisfactory. We have pro-
posed minor changes in the existing law as follows:
1. A fee of $25.00 must accompany each application for the organiza-

tion of a credit union.
2. The question of issuing a charter to a credit union is solely in the

discretion and judgment of the Commission.
3. Nominal fees must be paid by credit unions for examinations made

by the supervising authority.

X.

COLLATERAL LAWS

It has been necessary to recommend the repeal or amendment of certain
laws which affect the operations of financial institutions. The repeal or
amendment of the following laws is suggested for the reason indicated :

1. Repeal Act 66, Public Acts of 1929, being Sections 11898-11970, Com-
piled Laws of 1929 as amended. This is the present General Banking
law and should be repealed if the new code is adopted.

2. Repeal Act 296, Public Acts of 1917, being Sections 11973-11996,
Compiled Laws of 1929 as amended. This is the present Industrial Bank
law and should be repealed if the new code is adopted.

3. Repeal Act 67, Public Acts of 1929, being Sections 11997-12042,
Compiled Laws of 1929 as amended. This is the present Trust Company
law and should be repealed if the new code is adopted.

4. Repeal Act 240, Public Acts of 1907, being Sections 12078-12090,
Compiled Laws of 1929. This is the present Safety and Collateral De-
posit Company law and should be repealed if the new code is adopted.
5. Repeal Act 285, Public Acts of 1925, being Sections 12091-12112,

Compiled Laws of 1929. This is the present Credit Union law and should
be repealed if the new code is adopted.
6. Repeal Act 94, Public Acts of 1919, being Section 12994, Compiled

Laws of 1929. This act permits trustees to invest trust funds in Farm
Loan Bonds issued by Federal Land Banks. This statute will no longer
be necessary in view of the proposed general statute relating to the
investment powers of trustees. Public Act 23, enacted at the first extra
session of the 1934 Legislature, granting power to the State of Michigan,
its departments and political subdivisions, certain financial institutions,
trustees and fiduciaries, to invest in the bonds of the Home Owners' Loan
Corporation and Federal Home Loan Banks, should remain inasmuch as
it relates to investors other than trustees. However, that portion of the
law relating to trustees should be repealed.

7. Repeal Act 260, Public Acts 1921, being Sections 11971 and 11972,
Compiled Laws of 1929. This act relates to the appointment and term of
office of the Commissioner of the Banking Department, and will no longer
be required if the Department of Financial Institutions is created.

8. Repeal Act 143, 1899, being Sections 12043-12047, Compiled Laws of
1929. This is the present law governing renewal or extension of charters
of banks.

f
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9. Repeal Act 1, Public Acts of the first extra session of 1932, as
amended by Act 212, Public Acts of 1933, relating to the borrowing power
of receivers and conservators. This subject has been covered in the pro-
posed code.
10. Repeal Act 47, Public Acts of 1933, relative to the power of the

Governor to proclaim a general bank holiday. This law is no longer
necessary in view of the provisions of the proposed code.
11. Repeal Act 182, Public Acts of 1933. This act relates to the pur-

chase of stock of a bank or trust company by a municipality, which sub-
ject is treated in the proposed code.

12. Repeal Act 233, Public Acts of 1933. This act creates a preference
for public welfare relief funds on deposit with banks. This is contrary
to the general policy expressed in the proposed code with respect to pre-
ferring creditors of banks.
13. Repeal Act 7, Public Acts of 1935. This act provides for the

joinder by the state or any of its departments in any plan of reorganiza-
tion or liquidation of a bank or trust company. This subject has been
fully covered in the proposed code.

14. Repeal Act 100, Public Acts of 1935. This act eliminates the
necessity for securing public funds to the extent covered by Federal
Deposit Insurance. The act is unworkable and no longer necessary
because of the manner in which security of public funds has been treated
in the proposed code.

15. Repeal Act 150, Public Acts of 1935. This act authorizes the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation to act as receiver for a closed
insured bank, with the approval of the Commissioner. The substance of
the act has been included in the proposed code.

16. Repeal Act 15, Public Acts first extra session of 1933. This act
permitf3 a bank to buy stock or become a member of a production credit
association, or a similar association formed for the purpose of financing
agriculture. Banks should directly finance their customers.
17. Repeal the sections of the Judicature Act of 1915, being Sections

15334-15339 relative to obtaining an injunction against an insolvent bank-
ing corporation. The Supreme Court of Michigan in Stewart vs. Algonac
Savings Bank, 263 Mich. 273, ruled that these sections as applied to
banks are inoperative and the same theory should be followed by the Court
in considering the provisions of the proposed code relative to insolvent
banks.
18. Amend Section 98 of Act 328, Public Acts of 1931. This section

of the penal code prohibits the future transaction of private banking. It
is proposed that this section be amended in accordance with the sugges-
tions of the Commission contained in this report, and that the bill pro-
viding for amendment repeal Act 29, Public Acts First Extra Session of
the 1932 Legislature, requiring the approval of receivers appointed for
private banks by the Commissioner of the Banking Department.

19. Amend Section 180 of Act 328, Public Acts of 1931. This section
defines the law of embezzlement, and conservators and receivers of finan-
cial institutions should be subject to its provisions.
20. Amend Section 101, Act 328, Public Acts of 1931, so that the pro-

posed code is referred to rather than the several acts, repeal of which has
been recommended.
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21. Amend Act 220, Public Acts 1923, being Sections 9769 to 9803,
Compiled Laws of 1929 as amended, which is the Michigan "Blue Sky"
law so that state banks need not obtain dealers' and salesmen's licenses.
The Department of Financial Institutions has sufficient control over such
sales by banks, and state banks are handicapped because the provisions
of the "Blue Sky" law in this respEct have no application to national
banks.
22. Enact a new statute defining the investment powers of individual

and corporate trustees, which statute will prohibit trustees from selling
securities or property in which they are directly or indirectly interested
to the trust for which they act. Amend Sections 152, 164 and 184 of Act
327, Public Acts of 1931, being the Michigan General Corporation Act,
'which deal respectively with trustee corporations, foundation corpora-
tions, and ecclesiastical corporations, so that the investment powers of
such corporations are made subject to the general statutory rule for
investment set forth in the new statute.
23. Amend the Judicature Act with respect to garnishment proceedings

in courts of record and in justice courts to protect the right of the
garnishee defendant to raise questions at any time prior to judgment.

24. The proposed code contains a provision which makes the provisions
of Act 327, Public Acts of 1931, being the Michigan General Corporation
Act, inapplicable as they relate to banks, trust companies and industrial
banks, except the provisions thereof concerning annual reports. It also
repeals all laws inconsistent with the provisions of the proposed lawrelating to payments of interest on public and trust funds and the furnish-ing of security for such funds when deposited with a bank.

X.

CONCLUSION

In drafting the proposed code, we have carefully studied the provisionsof the laws of other states and those of the Federal Government. We
have discussed the problems involved with the members of the State Bank-ing Department, officials of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, mem-bers of the various Federal banking agencies, officers and members of
several of the various institutions described in the Act and with many
other well-qualified persons.
We feel that the recommendations for changes in our present laws, ifadopted, will result in a modern and balanced financial code which willpermit operation of our financial institutions under proper safeguards.We present our findings and recommendations with the knowledge andunderstanding that there may very well be a difference of opinion as tosome of the proposed changes. We feel that there is still much to be saidso far as banking legislation is concerned. We recognize the difficultiesin drafting a satisfactory state financial code in this day when theFederal laws have such a bearing upon our state financial institutions.In some cases, our recommendations might have been different had it notbeen for the provisions of Federal laws. Due to the competitive situationbetween national and state banks and between state banks which aresubject to Federal agencies and those which are not, it has been necessary
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to compromise in certain instances in order to procure balance in our
banking system.

Despite the enactment of much beneficial legislation by the Federal and
State Governments, many prevailing practices, principally because they
permit the flow of credit in such a manner as to disturb the equilibrium
between savings and investment, must be corrected and study and discus-
sion to that end should be commenced as soon as possible. This problem
is now generally recognized and that in itself is a forward step.
The states are handicapped in the passage of corrective legislation for

three primary reasons :

(a) Lack of authority respecting certain matters ;
(b) Practical inability to enact legislation which does not mesh with

the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act and the Banking Acts
of 1933 and 1935 ;

(c) Practical inability to enact legislation which would place its insti-
tutions at a disadvantage as compared with other institutions
subject to Federal supervision.

So long as agencies of the Federal Government possess the control

which they presently exercise over state institutions, major proposals for
changes in financial legislation, particularly with reference to the func-
tion and structure of our banking system, must emanate from Congress.
Some of the problems which still require the attention of legislators

and bankers are :

1. Direction of the flow of bank credit as it relates to the encourage-
ment of capital goods inflation and speculation ;

2. The extent to which bank credit should be employed in loans on
real estate and new means of production ;

3. The bank chartering policy of the Federal and State Governments ;
4. Adequate capital structures for financial institutions ;
5. The reserve mechanism ;
6. Prevention of over-concentration of bank credit control ;
7. Prevention of over-extension of the competitive financial activities

of the Federal Government and its chartered institutions.

We are confident that these broad problems will be solved in due time
after careful consideration. Their existence is not disturbing.
A code governing financial institutions can never be static. Our laws

should be revised from time to time in order that they reflect the condi-
tions and necessities of the commercial world. Banking is not an exact
science and the laws governing it must of necessity vary from time to
time to keep pace with the forced changes in the structure and function
of the banking system. The primary object of changing our banking
laws is to incorporate therein rules and principles necessary for our
economic well-being.
We are deeply indebted to those persons who have assisted us in our

work. It is not possible to give personal mention to all of them. How-
ever, we do wish to express our feeling of indebtedness to Mr. Fred Chase
who rendered extremely helpful service as Secretary of the Commission,
as did his able assistant, Mrs. Helen Trickey. We enjoyed splendid co-
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operation and received valuable assistance from the various members
of the Banking Department, the head of which served as Chairman of the
Commission. Mr. Fred Marin, Deputy Commissioner of the Banking
Department, rendered invaluable assistance and made a significant con-
tribution to the work of the Commission. Miss Frances Florer acted as
Drafting Technician and we recite here our appreciation of her splendid
work and many suggestions.

Respectfully submitted,
HOWARD C. LAWRENCE,

Chairman,
FELIX H. H. FLYNN,
JOSEPH C. MURPHY,
EDWARD W. FEHLING,
WILLIAM B. CUDLIP,
JAMES M. SHACKLETON,
JAMES R. LOWE.

FRED I. CHASE,
Secretary.

Jim
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APPENDIX A

An Act to provide for the creation of a commission for the study of the

laws of this state relating to and concerning savings banks, commercial

banks, banks engaged in both the commercial and savings business,

private banks, industrial banks, trust companies and safety and col-

lateral deposit companies to define the duties and powers of such com-

mission and to make an appropriation to defray the necessary expenses

of the commission and its members.

(Act 181, P. A. 1935)

The People of the State of Michigan enact:

COMMISSION FOR THE RECODIFICATION OF LAWS RELATING TO MICHIGAN

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS ; MEMBERS, APPOINTMENT, CHAIRMAN. SeetiOD. 1.

There is hereby created a Commission to be known as the "Commission

for the recodification of laws relating to Michigan financial institutions."

The commission shall be non-partisan, and shall be composed of six

members who shall be forthwith selected and appointed by the governor

as hereinafter provided, and the commissioner of the state banking depart-

ment who shall act as chairman of the commission.

SAME ; Dunn. Sec. 2. The commission shall study the laws of this

state relating to and concerning savings banks, commercial banks,

banks organized to conduct both a commercial and a savings business,

private banks, industrial banks, trust companies and safety and collateral

deposit companies, with the view of standardizing, harmonizing, unifying,

codifying and correlating all existing laws applicable to such institutions

the repeal of all unnecessary laws affecting the same and the enactment

of all such new laws as may be necessary or proper.

SAME ; REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS SeC. 3. The commission shall

prepare and submit to the governor at least six weeks before the next

regular session of the legislature, a printed report showing the results of

its study and its recommendations for legislation to accomplish the fore-

going purposes.

SAME; MEMBERSHIP, QUALIFICATIONS, GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION.

Sec. 4. The membership of the commission shall consist of one person

engaged in the business of commercial banking or combined commercial

and savings banking, the commissioner of the state banking depart-

ment, one person engaged in the business of operating a trust com-

pany or a bank trust department, two persons to represent the general

public, one of whom shall be a practicing attorney-at-law familiar with

the problems of such institutions as are referred to herein, a member of

the house of representatives to be appointed by the speaker of the house

and a member of the senate to be appointed by the president of the senate.

In appointing the members of the commission to be appointed by him,

the governor, so far as it is possible to do so, shall give due regard to

geographical representation.

SAME; RULES AND REGULATIONS; COMPENSATION, EXPENSES; Em-
PLOYES. Sec. 5. The commission shall conduct its affairs and proceed-
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ings according to such rules and regulations as it may determine upon.
The members shall serve without compensation, but shall be entitled to
all necessary and actual expenses incurred by them in and about the
performance of their duties. The commissioner, to the extent that it is
necessary, shall have the right and power to hire agents and employees.
The secretary of the senate shall serve as secretary of the commission
without additional compensation.
SAME ; APPROPRIATION. Sec. 6. There is hereby appropriated from the

general fund of the state the sum of five thousand dollars for the pur-
pose of paying all expenses incurred by the commission and its mem-
bers as aforesaid, and all other expenses necessarily incidental to the
activities of the commission and its members.
SAME ; PUBLICATION OF REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS. Sec. 7.

The final report and recommendations of the commission shall be pub-
lished for general distribution throughout the state not later than
November thirty, nineteen hundred thirty-six. The governor shall trans-
mit such report, together with such recommendations as he may see fit
to make to the regular session of the legislature of nineteen hundred
thirty-seven.
SAME ; TERMINATION. Sec. 8. Upon filing its report and recommenda-

tions with the governor, the powers and duties of the commission
shall terminate, and it shall be thereby automatically dissolved. Any
unexpended funds appropriated for its expenses and the expenses of its
members, shall be transferred to the general fund of the state.
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APPENDIX B

COMPARISON OF IMPORTANT POWERS OF THE COMMISSIONER

OF THE BANKING DEPARTMENT UNDER PRESENT LAW
AND THOSE OF THE COMMISSION UNDER PROPOSED LAW.

I. IN GENERAL

Powers of Commission Powers of Commissioner of
the Banking Department

under present law
Sec. 4. Jurisdiction over building and

loan associations transferred to Commission.
Sec. 12. Rule making power, including

establishment of a civil service and merit

system.
Sec. 13. Illegal, unsafe or unauthorized

practices :
(1) Remedy through injunction.
(2) Removal of directors, officers or em-

ployees.
Sec. 14. Examination of institutions. Same
(Enlargement of powers with a change in

fees in certain instances).
Sec. 17. Subpoena power.
Sec. 20. Appeal direct to the Supreme Appeal board provided in

Court from decision of Commission. Appeal present law.

board eliminated.

II. BANKS

Sec. 23-31. Organization of a bank, grant- Same, except appeal now

ing of approval. Appeal to the Supreme made to appeal board.

Court from refusal of application.
Sec. 33 (7) Regulations defining invest-

ment securities for banks.
Sec. 33 (9) Insurance in FDIC subject Similar

to rules of Commission.
Sec. 34. Branches. Strengthening of capi- Similar as to requirement

tal requirements and discretionary power of of approval of Commis-

Commission. sion.

Sec. 35. Fiduciary powers of bank subject Similar

to approval of Commission. Provision added
to allow banks with limited trust powers to
act as trustee under testimentary trusts,
with approval of the Commission.
Sec. 37. Holding of real estate for addi- Same

tional five years, with approval of Commis-
sion.

Sec. 38. Industrial loan business, certifi- Similar

cate of approval. Power to waive restric-
tions on total aggregate of industrial loans.
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Powers of Commissioner of
the Banking Department

under present law
Sec. 39. Change of location of bank, ap- Same

proval. (Location may be changed to any
place in state).

Sec. 40. Minimum capital, increase .of re-
quirements, allowing two years for existing
banks to comply, with an additional two
year period with approval of Commission.

Sec. 41. Minimum capital based on aver- Similar
age deposits--rules of Commission to govern.

Sec. 44, 45. Preferred stock, approval of Same
issuance.

Sec. 50. Increase of capital stock, ap- Same
proval.
Sec. 51. Reduction of capital stock, ap- Same

proval.
Sec, 53. Stock dividends, approval.
Sec. 55. Impairment of capital, ordering Similar

of assessment.
Sec. 57. Shareholders' meeting called by Same

Commission.
Sec. 65. Penalties for failure of directors

to hold meetings. Same
Sec. 66. Directors, purchases from and

sales to, regulation.
Sec. 67. Designation and approval of re- Same

serve cities.
Sec. 68. Reserve requirements, power to

double. Suspension of reserve requirements
for limited periods.

Sec. 69. Reserves below requirements,
order to make good.

Sec. 72. Fixing maximum rates of inter-
est for time and savings deposits.

Sec. 73. Appraisals re real estate loans,
prescribing of manner and form.
Sec. 75. Officers and employees loans, regu-

lation within limitations of bill.
Sec. 78. Securities business, prohibition

respecting other financial relationships of
officers, directors and employes. Commis-
sion authorized to make exceptions.

Sec. 80. Stock of bank acquired to prevent
loss, Commission may permit holding for
period of two years in addition to six months
in present law.

Sec. 81. Protection of bank against theft.
Commission authorized to provide insurance
in case bank does not and assess bank.

Similar
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Powers of Commission

Sec. 84. Penalties for failure of bank to
make report to commission.

Sec. 86. Power to restrict withdrawals in
emergency.

Sec. 96. Forfeiture of charter.
Sec. 98. Amendment of articles, approval.

Sec. 99. Voluntary liquidation, approval.

Secs. 104-111. Consolidation, approval.
Sec. 112. Sale of assets, approval.
Secs. 115-128. Receiver for closed bank,

appointment by Commission. Provision

made for turning of assets and affairs back

to shareholders when all creditors have been

paid.
Secs. 129-134. Conservator for banks, ap-

pointment by Commission.
Sec. 135. Rules and regulations for re-

ceivers and conservators.
Sec. 136. Approval of reorganization

plans, subject to further approval of Court.

Powers of Commissioner of
the Banking Department

under present law
Same

Similar
Same
Similar
Similar
Similar
Court appointment

Similar under emergency
bank law

Similar

III. INDUSTRIAL BANKS

Sec. 144 (8). Investment of excess funds,
approval of Commission.

Sec. 144 (9). Time deposits, regulation.
Sec. 144 (12). Branches in same city or

village, approval of Commission.
Sec. 144 (13). Member bank under the

federal reserve act, approval of Commission.
Sec. 144 (14). Insurance in FDIC sub-

ject to rules of Commission.
Secs. 150, 151. Preferred stock, approval

of issuance.
Sec. 156. Increase of capital stock, ap-

proval.
Sec. 157. Reduction of capital stock, ap-

proval.
Sec. 158. Stock dividends, approval.
Sec. 163. Shareholders' meeting called by

Commission.
Sec. 170. Penalties for failure of directors

to hold meetings.
Sec. 171. Directors, purchases from and

sales to, regulation.
Sec. 172. Reserve requirements on amount

covered by unhypothecated certificates.

Same

Same
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Powers of Commission

Sec. 174. Holding of real estate for addi-
tional five years, with approval of Commis-
sion.

Sec. 178. Securities business, prohibition
respecting other financial relationships of
officers, directors and employes. Commission
authorized to make exceptions.

Sec. 180. Stock of bank acquired to pre-
vent loss, Commission may permit holding
for period of two years in addition to six
months period provided in bill.
Sec. 181. Protection of bank against theft.

Commission authorized to provide insurance
in case bank does not and assess bank.

Sec. 182. Penalties for failure of bank to
make report to Commission.
Sec. 185. Forfeiture of charter.
Sec. 188. Amendment of articles, approval
Sec. 189. Liquidation, consolidation, re-

newal or extension of corporate life, impair-
ment of capital, insolvency, governed by pro-
visions of general bank chapter.
Sec. 190. Conversion of industrial bank

into general bank prior to expiration of
charter, approval.

Powers of Commissioner of
the Banking Department

under present law

Similar
Same
Same, except present law
does not contain such pro-
visions for renewal or ex-
tension of corporate life.

IV. TRUST COMPANIES

Secs. 191-199. Organization of a trust
company, granting of approval. Appeal to
the Supreme Court from refusal of applica-
tion.

Sec. 201. Deposit with state treasurer, ap-
proval of securities by Commission. Amount
increased from $200,000 maximum to
$250,000.

Sec. 204. Holding of real estate for addi-
tional five years, with approval of Commis-
sion.

Sec. 206. Change of location of trust com-
pany, approval. (Location may be changed
to any place in state).
Sec. 207. Minimum capital, increase of

requirements, allowing two years for existing
trust companies to comply, with an addi-
tional two year period with approval of Com-
mission.

Same, except appeal now
made to appeal board.

Similar, except for in-
crease in maximum de-
posit.

Same
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Powers of Commission

Secs. 209, 210.
of issuance.

Sec. 215.
proval.

Sec. 216.
proval.

Sec. 218.
Sec. 219.

of assessmen
Sec. 221.

Commission.
Sec. 229. Penalties for failure of directors

to hold meetings.
Sec. 230. Directors, purchases from and

sales to, regulation.
Sec. 231. Capital and surplus, investment

iA, securities authorized for banks.
Sec. 233. Common trust fund, approval of

creation.
Sec. 237. Securities business, prohibition

respecting other financial relationships of

officers, directors and employes. Commis-

sion authorized to make exceptions.

Sec. 239. Stock of trust company ac-

quired to prevent loss, Commission may per-

mit holding for period of two years in addi-

tion to six months in present law.
Sec. 240. Protection of trust company

against theft. Commission authorized to

provide insurance in case trust company does

not and assess trust company.
Sec. 243. Penalties for failure of trust Same

company to make report to Commission.

See. 217. Forfeiture of charter. Similar

Svc. 248. Amendment of articles, approval. Same

Sec. 249. Voluntary liquidation, approval. Similar

Secs. 254-257. Consolidation, approval. Similar

Sec. 258. Sale of assets, approval. Similar

Secs. 230-268. Receivor for closed trust Court appointment

company, appointment by Commission. l'ro-

vision made for turning of assets and affairs

back to shareholders when all creditors have

been paid.
Secs. 269-273. Conservator for trust com- Similar under emergency

pany, appointment by Commission. law
Sec. 274. Rules and regulations for receiv-

ers and conservators.
Sec. 275. Approval of reorganization Similar

plans, subject to further approval of Court.

Powers of Commissioner of
the Banking Department

under present law
Preferred stock, approval Same

Increase of capital stock, ap- Same

Reduction of capital stock, ap- Same

Stock dividends, approval.
Impairment of capital, ordering Similar

t.
Shareholders' meeting called by Same

Same
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APPENDIX C

Assets of Financial Institutions subject to supervision of the proposed
Department of Financial Institutions. The figures are taken from the
last official reports.

Banks (including Industrial Banks) $628,802,679.10
6-30-36

Trust Companies   74,810,139.35
6-30-36

Safety and Collateral Deposit Companies
(no report filed)

Credit Unions   1,350,578.68
12-1-35

Building and Loan Associations   95,149,984.36
6-30-36

Total  $800,113,381.49
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July 29, 193C.

Mr. C .gle

Glenn M. Goodman

In line with our conversation today, you may wish to suggest that

Counsel give consideration to the following situation: It ,yould appear

from my aursory checking that there is no statutory provision which re
—

quires national banking associations to become members of the F
ederal

Reserve System immediately upon organization. In fact, it would a.Tear

that a national bank miOt operate as a nonmember within the contine
ntal

United States for a year without forfeiting its rights, privilege
s, and

franchises. In this connection reference is made to Section !7' of the

Federal Reserve Act, paragrarhs 14,1 4, 5, and 6. In Ws same connection

reference is made to Section 1214of the Federl Reserve Act, para7raph
s

3 and 6. While some support with res7.ect to compulsory membership of

national banks in the Federal Reserve System might be obtained from th
e

r. D. I. C. provisions, it is suggested that without giving considera—

tion to the intent of the law that a literal interpretation might provide

a loophole for staying out of both systems.

This is$ of course, a legal matter and I haven't *yen it detaile
d

consideration. but I do suggest that these nrovisions as stated in the

statutes could cause embarrassment to the System and its operRtion if an

obstreperous Comptroller -*pad be T)laced in office at some Puture
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Taken from file and given to Mr. Goodman

Uetterau, C. H.

Speech by above given at Ill. Bankers Assoc. Convention

in St. Louis. May 26, 1936
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FILE: General P,-ogram

SOURCE: Address delivered by H. A. Bryant, President of the Kansas Bankers
Association, at the annual meeting held in Kansas City, Mo., May 5-6, 1936.

 ________

So much for the past year. Now what of the future. While I don't claim
to be a prophet of any kind, I do have some hopes for the future and they sum
up about as follows:

A continuation of the dual system of banking in Kansas.
A sound bank management program.
A progressive customer and public relations program.
A return of the old confidence in bankers by bankers themselves.
A mo-e flexible frame of mind by bankers in keeping with business

as it is being done today.
Less governmert in business and more business in government.
Less supervision and control centered in Washington.
Less criticism of those conditions re cannot control.
Less raifing and more action.
More faith in the future.

To accomplish all of these, we as bankers must change our mental attituee.
If we have been in a rut, we must pull oUrselves out of the rut and meet con-
ditions that confront us. Not wait for the government or for someone else
to do the job that we must do ourselves.
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THE MAGAZINE OF WALL STREET, February 27, 197?7, p. 617

"Banking legislation of any kind at this session being
fought off by Administration to avoid opening hornets' nest.
Reserve Board, eyeing several bills to weaken important parts
of 1935 law, surrendered former firm determination to force
par clearance of checks by country banks since FDIC would not
go along and squabble was headed for Congress. Comptroller of
Currency withdrew reauest made last year for several minor and
unopposed bills, fearful that opening subject might pave way
for curtailing his office. FDIC sitting tight, hopeful of
getting parts of Comptroller's and Reserve Board's duties but
disturbed by suggestion it be placed under Reserve Board. Mean-
while sentiment slowly accumulates for eventual consolidation
of the three bank su -ervisory agencies."
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EXCERPTS FROM THE ADDRESS OF THE HONORABLE J. F. T. O'CONNOR, COMPTROLL2R CF TEE
CURRENCY, BEFORE A JOINT SESSION OF THE EISSISSIPPI ArD TENNESSEE BANKERS
ASSOCIATION AT MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, TUESDAY, MAY 19, 1936.

It is indeed a pleL..sure to adOres.; the delecates of the Mississippi

Bankers Association and the Tennessee Bankers As3ociation, meetin.: in joint

session, as well as rapresentativus of ban::s from other parts of the country.

The Mississippi Bankers Association looks back over 48 years to its first

annual meeting, ana over 46 years have elapsed since the first annual conven-

tion of the Tennesse:: Bankers Association. Permit me to commend you for holding

this joint meeting. You have similar problems, and discussion at these larger

meetinc.;s will assist in their solution. You will become better acquainted with

your neighbors across the state line, and the o;,:ample shoulL' be followed by

other states. I sometimes wonder just where the neicjhborhood line is drawn.

A short time ao there came to my de-k a copy of the Journal of the

Institute of Bankers in Ireland. One would thinl: that a part of tp.4,.1--Z411444-14-ef

the Report of the Council for the year 1935 to the Annual Gen:ral Meetin of the

Institute held on January 22, 193G, at the Bank of Ireland at Dublin, was an

extract from an American bal:ing magazine pullidhed in this country. Permit mc

to quote:

"The extreme ease of monetary conlitic)ns :las continued, with wavc

employment for bank funds and Ivry low -1-tes rulinc in the discount and loan

markets. Bank. Rate remains unchanged at 2 per cent, a lovel which has now been

in force for throe and a half years, this ')eing the lonest period on rocord for

the maintenance cf such a low official r:to for money. During a creat part of

1935, efforts were made, in the interests of Discount Houses =d the market

generally, to support the short loan or call-money rate by means of a "pact"

1
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entered into between the London Clopring banks, but in October, 1.235, this

collapsed through the continued pressure of idle funds. Tho lowness of rates

has naturally affected the earnings of the breaks to a considerable degree.

"As a consequence of the monetary ease, the averace yield on securi—

ties has fallen. On gilt—edged stoc, the yield during the year has not ben

much more than 3 Der cent, and at times has fallen below that figure. The future

regarding interest rates is uncertain. The view that the tendency of the general

rate will be downwards has behind it the weight of eminent economic authority.

In the absence of a general revival taking place in world trde or a marked change

in present coilditiol-ls, it appears unlikely that any noticeable alteration from

the present level will be witnessed for some time.11

Interesting and fascinating as is the financial history of other

countries, pressing banking problems in our own nation command first considera—

tion. In March, 1933, three major problems confronGd the National Adelinistration.

First, the reopening of the unlicensed reltionol banks, numbering 1,417, with

deposit liabilities of $1,922,698,738 at date of suspension. No greater problem

ever confrollted the office of the Comptrollr of the Currency, and all the

energies of this bureau of the Tr•-eLsury Dapartment wore directed toward the re—

opening of those banks and tho releaee of dei)osits.

It would serve no azieful purpose to recall to mind those harrowing

days and nighte. You will be interested, however, in jlest vihat was done with

those unlicensed national banks at the tim of the banking crisis. By March 31,

1936, $1,498,559,208, or 77.94 per cent of the total deposits at date. of failure

had been released to creditors as a result of reorganizations and dividends and

535 of the 1,417 banks had Paid their creditors in full.
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The no:ct problom which greatly interestod the President was tho distri—

bution of dividends to depositors as Taickly as possiblo. The authorization by

Congress to permit the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to make loans to

receivers on the assets of closed banks has boon of inestimahlo value in the

rocovory procram. Sinco the banizin,=; holiday, receivers for insolvent national

banks have borrowod from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, through tho

Offico of the Comptroller of the Curroncy, $334,469,906 for dividend purposes.

The first Reconstruction Finance Corporation loans were mad° to receivors in

March, 1932, and up to the prosont time, tho total of all such loans is

$367,430,802, of which $329,915,964 has been repaid, loavinc a balance of

$37,514,838 due to tho Roconstruetion Finance Corporation. Theoe loans, together

with tho orderly sale of assets and cash on hand in tho voxious trusts, have

made possible a distribution to depositors of $724,172,998.

Ono of the largest roccivorship loans made by the R.construction

Financo Corporation was to the First National Bank of Detroit in roccivership.

Thio loan was roducod to the amount of $35,800,000, which was recently taken

ovcr by the Manufacturors rational Bank of Detroit at 2-:12- par cent, as against 4

per cent charged by tho Roconstruction Finance Corporation. A substantial re—

duction has already been made on the loan. Tho decrease in interest rato of

por cent roprosents a savinc to the depositors of $1,600 a day, or $600,000 a

yoar. This procoduro is in accordance with the policy of tho President as

o:cpressed by him b.forc tho Amorican Ban2-lors Association in Washin(-ton, D. C.,

in October, 1934, when he said: "I find almoot agroement among bankors

that these agoncies must continuio until such times as tho banks and othcr

Private credit agencies aro thomsolves ablo and rcady to takc over those lending
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functions; and when that time comes, I shall b.7. only too ca.LA to curtail the

activities of these plfolic acencies in proportion to the taking up of the slack

by privately owned agencies.“

The Comptrollerls Office has completed a survey of all e:,:isting re—

ceiverls loans made by tho Reconstruction Finance Corporation to ascertain how

many loans may be available for banks and what the volume of this business may

be. It was found that there aro 173 loans which aro doomed suitable for banks,

with balances now due of $33,809,223. One of these, in tho amo-ont of $89,400,

is in Mississippi. Carrying over the announced policy of the President, it is

my hope that every dollar of those loans will be taken over by ban:rs in the

vicinity of the receiverships.

The third problem which englE:od the immediate attention of the

President was the rehabilitation of the capitql structure of both state and

national banks. The Roconutruction Finance Corporation 11.as Tmrchased preferred

stock, notes or debentures Ln 6,233 state and national bar2.7_s in the sum of

$1,044,377,053, and there has boon repaid to the Corporation $183,936,300.

(
Preferred stock in the amount of $496,5V,094 has been sold to the Reconstruction

Finance Corporation by 2,247 national bralks, and $64,496,206 to local intarnsts.

Of this sum, $60,410,362 has been ro--)aid, leaving a balance in the national

banks of $500,638,938.

This was one of the most const=tivo measures over aclopted in the

banking history of this country as it permitted banks wit71 assets which were

slow to carry these obligations without pressing the debtors into bankruptcy,

thus permitting a recovery without sacrificing sound securities or property.
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The President tool: a personal inter,:st in all of these matturs and a:)pointee_

committees to work with the Reconstruction Finance Cornoration. Those con—

mittees net at five o'cloc7:, after the recular day's worl': w;:s done t2-1c

various offices, as each member of the committees wr,,s a Government official with

the auties of his office to fulfill auxin,: office hours. Their meetincs were

not adjourned until all applications b,,fore them wore cleared.

You will be interested in a few facts from the history of the national

banking system in your states. The oldest nationalbank in Tennessee now active

is the First National Bank of Menphis, Charter No. 336, dated Narch 23, 1854.

The first national bank to be chartered in the state was The First National Bank

of Nashville, Charter Yo. 150, dated December 11, 1663. This banl: was rlacoa in

voluntary liquidation in 1932.

The oldust bank(now active Ln Mississkopi is th., First YrLtional

of West Point, Charter No. 2891, dated February 24, 1883. The first national

bank to be chartered in the state was The National Bank of Vicksbure,

Charter No. 303, dated February 14, 1865. It was placod in receivership in

1868.

The Pascaccula National Bank at Noss Point, Mississi-Jpi, has the dis—

tinction of havin,7 the oldest 1)ranch in continuous local o-rvration of any national

bnnl: in the system. This bruich is located at Pascagoula Miscissipni.

On December 31, 1935, there were 22 Tennessee bon]7s in receivership.

Thesebanks had total CLeposits at 1.1:,te ofihfaure of $29,630,444, of which

$15,069,664, or 50.86 per cent, had ;peon returnod to depositors in thG form of

dividends, offsets allowed and other -)2,,yr-tents. The remaininc limpaid deposits

amounted to $14,560,780 or 49.14 per cent of the total aeposits at date of
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failure. Dividends hal been paid amountinc to 46.17 p.:_r cent of clat..-,s --)roved.

In Mississip)i the number of banks in receivership on December 51,

1935, was 11, with deposits at Cu-Ito of failure of $12,437,497. Of this amount,

$7,807,612, or 62.77 per cent, has been returned to jepositors in the form of

dividends, offsets allowed and other pvnents. De--)osits unpail amountea to

$4,629,885 cr 37.23 -oor cent of total deposits ;:.,t date of failure. Dividends

hcl. been paid amountinc to 7,41. per cent of claims provea.

Of particular interest to you are some figures in the profit ana loss.

accounts of the banks in your states for the calendar years 1933, 1934 anC. 1935.

The number of banks and amount of capita are statea as of Decerber 31st for

each of the three years.

TEZU3SSEE

Dec. 31, 1933

No. of banks 69

Capital (par value) $22,369,000

Not earnins fre:1 current
operations 2,311,000

Recoveries, profits on
securities, otc. 692,000

Losses and aepreciation charced off 7,365,000

Net adaition to profits — efici 2L4,362,

Dividends declared 433,000

% of Dividends to Ca:Dital 1.94

Doc. 71, 1934 Dec. 1935

72

$23,989,000 $25,682,000

3,465,000 5,791,000

2,615,000 2,473,000

4,890,000 3,423,000

1,200,000 2,841,000

806,000 952,000

3.36 3.53
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Dec. 31, 1934 Dec. 31, 1935Doc. 31, 1933

Number of banks c)z1

25

Capital (Par Value) $ 4,035,000 $ 5,080,000 $ 5,480,000

Net earnincs 130,000 463,000 592,000

Recoveries, Profits on
Securities, etc. 321,000 373,000 577,000

Losses and Depreciation 1,206,000 2,170,000 1,042,000
Deficit of-

Net addition to Profits - Deficit of 755,000 1,329,000 127,000

Dividends declared 3,000 96,000 192,000

Per cent Dividends to Capital .07 1.89 3.50

Of equal sicnificance are some of the principal iterqs of assets and

liabilities for active national banks in Mississippi anft Tennessee as of

June 30, 1933, and March 4, 1936.

nississippi 

Number of banks

June 30, 1933 Mare:. 4, 1936

25

Loans and Investments $37,558,000 y 41, 105,000

Total deposits 39,099,000 56,658,000

Total assets 50,519,000 6,1,437,000

Capital stock 3,935,000 5,480,000

TEINNEgS4,72

March 4, 1936June 30, 1933

Number of banks 67 72

Loans and Investments $ 162,220,000 y 222,852,000

Total deposits 183,591,000 323,907,000

Total assets 23-1,728,000 369,519,000

Capital stoch 20,469,000 25,669,000
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On March /1, 1936, the total aeposits in all national banks amounted

to $24,859,4-55,000, whi6h was the hichost figure for deposits ever recorded in

the history of the national bankinc; system. Tlae net additions to profits of all

national banks for the year endeq December 31, 1935, amounted to $158,491,000.

This was the first year since 1930 f.aat the consolidated returns for all

nationalbanks have shown net additions to ra-ofits.

Perhans the best evidence that the nationul bankine emercency/is over

is the fact that only one national 1!)23.1: closed in 1934, only four national bankf:,

closed in 1935, and no nationza bank has closed so far in 1936. The total

deposits in these banks amounted to $5,511,000 and $3,255,000 or 59.1 per cent,

was insured by the Fuderal Do-.)osit Ins-,:raalce Corporation. It is interestinr, to

note that Gov,,:rnment funds on deposit in natioJal 'banks represent 1.76 p6r cent

of the total deposits.
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Address by Harold G. Moulton,
PreJident, The Brookings
Institut ta; hin6 tQn, D. C •

4 I

BANKING AND BUSINLS6

The breakdown of the banking systaa during the great depression

lflu many peoi,le to tha conclu5ion tht..t the primary source of all our ecvn-

omic difficulties Is to be found in th.e commercial banking credit system.

Many hil:.ve argued, indeed, that tho crq4I part of the banAng 4stem should

be coeletaly abolished, numeroub bills have boon intro6uced into

Con6res Galina; for the elimination of all stretch and flexibility La

the commercial baaking sy4tem by the eotablichmeat of 100 per cent reserves

egainLt deposits.

No thorough student of the Am2rican banking system would sentiond

for 6 moment that it ha:1 been free of tbuses„ or that the system al a *hole

could not be better organised and better safeguarded in the futures It

not true, however, that the worlii depression was caused by a breakdown

of the Amwriewl banking gyetes,..Twhioh did net, in fact, occur until the de-

pressien had bowl under wig for more than three yeLrb, Nor I,. it true

thkt the world maladjustments existiag ta 1929 cts be explained simpl7 by

uudue extensions of c4mmercial banking creAlt thti preceding years. Thuau

maladjutmont_ iavolvod world agriculturs-1, Imdustrtal, coc.:AereLl, r,rad

financial r,latiolls.

In view of the exiAing confusion of aind with reftir-Ince to the

t;f the credit .1-iste..:10 old a widely i.a3valent oilmion to the

:Iffeot that oonmerci-:_ definitely on the wane, it will i)e.cnaps

be helpful if I dir.„ct attantin Anew to the fundamental rignific of

4anking in the operatten and development of tue modern e..3noic
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systsa• - I shall aonAder ths rel,tions of commercial banking both to

2.

private and public *atarprize. As an aid In revealing these relationships,

I hove prepared * series of diagrams.

The Flow of Money income

In the first diegrua, labelled "Commercial Banks and the Economic

System,* I hi.ve indiceted the flow of money ..nd credit through the economic

syztam as a whole. This rectangle on the left side of the dia6ram indicates

thu reservoir of national money inoome dertved as wage:3, interest, dividends,

rentb, etc. This monetary income is used by the 4.4,<,?le whc receive it for

three major purposes. ',iome of it goes WI taaes for the sup,ort of govcrn—

memt materprise; a much larger portion is utilised in the purchase of con—

sumptive goods; and the remeander is set *aids for inveJtweat. For the

Moment I shall emit consideration of taxes and arect attention to con—

sumptive expenditures and savings.

Mote that the flow of money through distributive agencies for

goods and services constitutes the ordere for goods which call forth pro—

duction. The rectangle at the right indicates the productive otipsoity of

the nation, tad divided into two perts--*Capaciq in Opemthnn wad *Un—

used Capacity." An expanding flow or fun4a through consumptive channels

diminishes tha amount of unused oapacity, while a doclinin6 flows Incrtzasus it.

Turning not to Ulu left hand side of the diagram', we timid thaA sto,-

Inge ars of tto types, those made by individuals and those nada by earpomm

tions, as noted In the shaded area. The.ie corporate savings ere a soiree

directly _vallahla for the construction now private sepital (note connuct-

ing line), To some extent, however, they ars invested in the securities of

other ontorprieess To acme extent, also, they are used as reserves for meet—

ing dividend po4nents in periods of decreased earnings*
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?be savings of individuals are rendered available for invebtment

latterly through the intermediation of savingc and investment instituttcns.

Sometime* the volume of new securities issued by business enterprises QX.i.

()sods the flow of money savings; while at other times it is in excess of

the volume of funds seeking investment. It iu obvious from the diagms

that the amount of new aapital construction will be greatest when the volume

of unutilised existing capacity is at a minimum, and least when the amount

of unused capacity i3 ut a miximuft. The successful operation of the eccn-

ostic system thiu; require* an expansion in the flow of funds both through con-

mumptive channels and through investment channel.

Credit bxpansion c.nd BUAOOMIS Expansion

This is precisely where the commercial banking system plays its

rola of fundamental significance. Note that arrows have been *awn an the

diagram from oommercial banks to distributing agencies, to productive oper-

ations, to new private capital, to savings end investment institutions, and

to security exchanges. The truth is that commercial bank funds flow through

the medium of loans end inve3tmants in all of these directions. Thus it is

the expanciod of commercial bank credit which makes possible a simultaneous

increase in the flow of funds thr,,,Agh cow,umptive and InvestLient channels.

Let me make the cumulative process clear.

Wien business is expanding increcsing quantities of bank loans make

it possible to purchase more materials, employ more labor, enlarge the volume

of output, and earn larger profits. Note that at the extreme right of the

diagram we have indicated that productive operations give rise to an onwc.rd

flow of wages, interest, dividends, etc., which constitutes the motional

uometary income of the succeeding period of time. As the volume of produc-

tion in both consumer goods and caeitt,.1 goods expands, the total monetary
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income of the nation increases. Hence it p:Asible in the ensuing par

for individuals to buy more consumer goods and at the SKIM tigle to have more

available for purposes of investmont. if business enterpriser were not able

to secure these additional banking accommodvtions the amount of business eigem,

pcnsion would be oomparatively limitea.

Mote particularly that commercial bank credit L.; sLio extendoci for

the construction of new capital—both directly and indirsctly, thl.%:14;h the

,a_king of loans to underwriters engaged in the marketing of sonorities. Thcxe

have been UAW) in our history whon the volume of new 1.00108 11,00 00 AUCh in

excess of the volume of savings that business enterprise would have boon

severely handicapped had it not been „ossible these °undigested secur-

ities' to be carried by the commercial banks on loans secured by collateral.

It must also be pointed out. however, that at times an exce4sive flov

commercial bank credit to the security markets has inflated values tild i.;rt-

dueed grave speculative dillorders.

/t remains true. nevertheless, that the phencateni.:1 o'oth in econ-

oimits enterprise would not have been possible without the commercial banking

system and its credit expanding possibilities. The third diae;rtm be:ore you,

entitled "Growth of Cradit Structure of National Banks," indicatez, how coca-

1.4rcial bank credit has expanded since the establishment of the national bank-

ing system ln 1864. The dotted line tt the bottom of the diagram shows how

slow and small has been the grorth in cash reserves. The other two lines

indicate the way in which the commercial banking system creates credit currncy

through the making of loam& and investments. It will be Jean that the ratio

of deposit and note obligations to cash reserves has stlown enormous expawion

over this stretch of years. In the aZsence of this credit exansica, the

financial resources vith *ash to meet the requirsment4 of an expanding bus-

iness system would have been wholly inadcoute.
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It is sometimes argued, however, that the expansion of commercial

bunic credit is of no consequence bectuze it merely increases commodity prices*

This theory is based upon th ussumvtion thut the volume of prL,duction of

goods and servises is wholly independent of the volume of money and eredit

cvailable, The truth is, howevzir, that all productive opuraticns in the

mooern are carried on uith the us* of money and credit; and hence the

vulume of money and the volume of production are largely intar-depondents

Over-liberal credit policies at times contribute to inflation;

but In, and largo over t period of years the growth of commercial bank creAt

has not been attended by proiJortiontlly risieg 2rices. ?or examptip, the

level ef commodity ?Aces in the United States is not aubstantially differ-
DAM

ent/from ehat it was 4,t the beginning of the period of commercial beak credit

expansion shown on the diagrams When this fact is pointed out, hamomuro

there are some Oho retort that had it not been forth. growth of commereial

bank credit we would have had the Shille volume of production as now, amd a

vastly lower level of i:riceb 4.nd correspondingly higher purchasing power for

the Nesse* ef the people. In other words, it is argued that even though

prices have not risen there 11 been none the less & negative z,ort of inflationi—

price& being prevented from falling. This argument, it will be observed, im-

plies again thet business expansion is in no way dependent ui,on ea toc-zinsion

of money and credit. It ignores completely the basic relationships butveen

monmy end credit tad the operation of the bubinesc system which has been

indicat,ed in the diagram before you.

Co4nercial Bankin‘ use/. the FimacIng of Pubiic Laterprise

lieks;rz.La lawLatioci *The Formatiwa of Plib.A.IC inaicates some

of the relationshipa between commercial ban4ing and government opemti-n6.

zven in normal times commercial banks facilitate the financial oper,„tions
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of governments and in times of emergency they play & role of vital im-

portance. Th* diagram indicato that government treasuries derive their

funds both from taxes tna from borrciking operations. In connection with

the borrowing operLtions, note thtt the funds are derived in purt by direct

investments of individuals in ov,irnmant bonds; in part through the intar-

mediation of savinfts mind inve tment institutions; and in ?art from commercial

banks. Normally the amount of credit extended by commercial bLnks to the

government is small in aaount ,nd for thu purpw,e morely of financing tempr-

ary ru4uirements in anticipation of tux collection& or bond sales. But in

p,riods of wtr ..nd acute depression, than tho financita requirements of gov-

ernment expand with great rapidity, the exansion of commercial blink cradit

is on u tromendous scale, Such i4, of courL,a, the Of.60 at the pre34nt tins.

The trro*s on the diagram indictte the flow of commercial bicak

funds La relation to government entorpriae. The purchase of government se-

curities by individuals and by the commercial banks provides the government

with the moans by Which its manifold activities are financed. Note especially

that the Treasury obttins the funds with which the Reconztruction Finance Cor-

poration tnd other government credit agencies finance their operations, through

the scle of securitie;;, largely to coamercial bunks. Note in this connection

the various lines whicll radiate from

privtte business enterprise. These

distressed banks und other financial

agricultural enterprifieu, to finance

those government financial agencies to

funds hove some to thu assistance of

institutions, to &id industrial and

new public and private capital construe-

tion, Lau to provi,ie relief to tho unemployed.

attentiw2 must again bs directed to the And flow of these. govern-

ment funds. It *ill be observed that atter being expended by the Treasury

they pass again into the hands of the people in the form of wages, interest,
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dividends, etc.--to ba spent or invested as the case may be.

I am not here interested 111 answering the question whether all of

the public expenditures that have boon made have been well conceived tnd

economical/7 justified, or whether they should be discontinued sow, Our

pressnt Interest is merely in directing attention to the fact that without

the credit expansibility afforded b., the commercial banking system it would

not have boon possible during the depression for the government to have come

to the tssistance of distressed finance, Industry, commerce, and agriculture,

or to have provided essential relief to the people.

The 4xplanation of Low Interest Hates

The most striking finuncial phenomenon of the preLient time is the

extruordinurily low level of intereet rates and yields which now prevail. it

is sometimes stid that this i8 tn ertificitl situation, resulting from the

government's policy of borrowing funds from the banks, 'Which, when disbursed,

promptly become nox bank deposits. I do not believe this is taa edecluate or

bocurete interpretation of the situation. 6uch u flow of funds operateu to

create new bank deposits, it is true) bat so dose an expansion uf credit

through ,,rivate businens channels. The real °Anse of low interest rates

and yields on securities is the large volume of investment money available

te compared with the volume of ne* s3curitiee available for purchabo. The

flotation of new seduritie,31 sAde frof refunding operations, is still

negligible tn volume. But meanwhile the volume of selrings se-Aing invest.

merit is subeUntial tnd increasing in emount. These funds seek investment

somewhere; und ftilint; to find employment in the Alrchase of new issues of

corporate securities they go, on the one htnd, into the fintncing of governwInt

deficits, end, on the other, into the purcha:ie of ecurities already outsta.nd—

Lag in the markets, whieh bids up their price*. Thi* zituation will continue
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until such time as the increasing flotation of new securities for private

wital development furnishes a normal outlet for corporate and individual

savings. As soon as new eordorate issues reach consideruble volume in—

terest rates will begin to rise and the prices of high grade socurities--

cnd of zovornmeut decline. In vie6 of existing business

unc...1rtainties it may be quite some ti.;.1. before a significznt change occurs.

But if a-m.1 when me have reul recovery we may expect u substa_ntial rise In

interest rytes.

I conclude, therefore, by suying that the vitally significtalt role

wUch the commercial. bankin6 cr4dit system plays In financing productive

4.Lnd in facilitating the financial operations of government is an

absolute essential. Ladeed, if the flexibility and exAnsibility proviaed

by commercial banking credit were eliminated, it is scarcely too auch to :Ly

that the econazia system itsslf would shortly be destroyed.

a conclusion, however, must not bo interpreted as Laplying that

tho ben:Ain4 system of this country Is a satisfactory one, or that it has alwEys

been operated 1iith adeluate WiSCQM Lad ihresight. There A.tal need of

improving the organiSation of the banking amd credit ;3yotee to the end that

it may perform its essential functions nor* zatisfuctorily la the future.

What is particularly needed is a better integration not only within the

commtircial -anking mysten its4lf but also az between the different divisions

of the co:4,1ex finanalul structure by meLna of witch the *bolo system et

economic isranucticin ana distribution operates.
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COMMERCIAL BANKS AND THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM
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GROWTH OF CREDIT STRUCTURE OF NATIONAL BANKS
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AK;10:CA OF, BALAXCE 

ADDRESS BY ORVAL Vq. ADAM
l':xecutive Vice Prosident, Utah State National Bank

Salt Lake City, Utah
Before the

CALIFORNIA BANIURS' ASSOCIATION
SACRANEITO, CALIFORNIA, Nay 22, 1936

It is always an impressive sight to 'fitness serious-minded men

a;-sembled for the purpose of giving unprejudiced, unfettered consideration

to kuestions which underlie their Eocial and F,conomic security.

Such a gathering is yours today. And yot, ass largo and sr repre-

sentative as is this convention, we aro all mindful of the abscmce of our

distinguished leader and friend, Mr. Robert Fleming, a man who has rightfully

',von his present preeminent place Leong us by virtue of hiE keen appreciation

of sound banking and hie substantial contribution, aver a period of years, in

the field of bank legislation.

At the outset, we must assumw that we today are determined to aain-

tain the finest traditions of the American Bankers Association; that we possess

those qualities of mind and soul that make it possible for us to sways* fund-

amental principles in an atmosphere of complete detachment from polities,

parties and personalities; that we are not here to promote or to imperil

oolitic's]. fortunes; that in all our thinking, we aro not guided by political

expediency; and that our Lound, unassailable position on .11emmtary fiscal

brinciples, is not to be shaken by fleeting political considerations; that ims

.7..cognizr, as a bt,sie truth that fiscal policies are inherently eound or unsound,

constructive or destructive, no matter by v:hom thPy may be espoused or opposed,

no mptter 1-ow intense the public clamor may be for or against thea; that

fundamcntal principles cannot be safely abrogated or set aside; by the whin!

of men no more than ue can hold in suspense ths operation of the law of gravi-

tation; that no fiscal untruth can ever be made true by mere repetition; and

that no verity in the field of finance can be permanently ignored.

 MIN
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It is my conviction that that ettitudt of mind -fill direct

the deliberaties* sild proceedings of this convention.

There i* probably no state in the union that has d;nonstrated

kecner interest in public affairs than has your own commonwealth. Dad to

a combination of unique conditions end circumstances, California has been

converted into a sort of laboratory for experimentation on social and

economic ,luestions.

Without going into the native or virtue of these experiments.

the net result at least has been a stimulation of publio thinking, vibich4

in itself sia, be made a condition precedent to a high level of performance

in ?ublic affairs.

There is, holever, this important provisos That such thinking,

if it is a contribute to the welfare of society, must be along the Unee of

safety and sanity. Crooked thinking inevitably leads to disaster. If, there-

fore, it is desirable to stimulate and encourage thinking by the masses an

questionr that involve their own security and their own liberties, then it iS

the plain obligation of thoee who stand in high places, as leaders, to see

that that aroused thinking is properly directed. It cannot bP permitted to

take its own unbridled course.*

Tle need not far to discern the calamities that have cone ta

people that have fallen under the spell of sinister influences that have

poisomed the wells of public thinking. Such influences are abroad in the

eorld, and, frankly speaking, much too close for our own comfort. We have

seen how eaeily liberty, personal righte, thrift and industry can be jeopar-

dised and even destroyed through the miseducation of the masses.

As we view the present sordid picture of Aole nations stripped

of their fundamental rights and liberties and regimented in all their thinking

-2..
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sod astimg, vs vesisr wow much a calamity was not foreseen and averted,'

Mow mod why it mos permitted to be achieved with the full knowledge and

vmdsr the very eyes of influential, intelligent citizens Who protium levo

for their fellows and for the :principles of human liberty. We ask this

quPstion because it is an established 'Aistorical fact that the -oeople got

the kind of government which the most active, determined silemsst prescribed,

Despots cannot long endure where intelligence is in the saddle and 'biro tho

hearts of the people beat in unison for freedom. That is why tbs brmiell

colonists were able to banish autocracy from our land and vele** VO goimmrt

all our ideals and traditions, thst is why Americs. is destined forever to

gyebolize the highest attainments in human rights.

But in these lands that have succumbed to despotism, there were

merchant.. Manufacturers, educators, farmers, laborers &nd bankers, pot as

v. hoes here at home. If individually or collectively, they showed any signs

et resistance Alen the shackles were being forged, there is no evidence of it.

Apparently they yielded to the farces of subjugation which they permitted to

grow up in their very midst and before their very eyes. And why/

It has been aptly said that WP see -venit- but not movement. Is it

i)ossible that men across the seas who belong tc our profession, failed to

rocognize the implications and import of rwente that led up to their complete

regimentation? Were thf.Ty wise, intelligent, well-informed bankers, Iva latik-

ing in citizenship? Were they uninformed on the significance of public move-

glents and wmaequainted with ths strategy employed by men who seek -lower? We

ask these questions because the answers as they effect the leaders of thought

in - urope, may perhaps give answer to the very smem serious questions which

confront us, viz., whether ja, as Amite= bankers, are trained; Author 9.3a

vision is broad; whether stz intellect is keen, sad sbatber gmr, stand&rds of
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citizenship are sufficiently high; whether 32, possess real statesmenship, so

that xi, are rot only able to interpret the significance of events that are now

transpiring in our o,,n country, but also have the determination and fortitude

to meet these issues squarely and unflinchingly -- that is the ob.stion.

As bankers, es would bitterly resent cven the suggeetion that Ise

might be lacking either in intelligencf or courage. we cdmit that there meter

was a time in the niatory of our country when se had ,:,:rfater oppartmmity

display 10214.

Wo have a distinct place in thie greet social, economic striatum

a place of leadership, influence and responsibility. The people have proved

their faith in us. Over the years they have entrusted us with the fruits of

their toil end their thrift. We have accepted that responsibility; and hew

inconceivable it is that we should now hesitate to live up to the eypeetatieme

of those who have thus confide° in us. In keeping Ilkith that scriptural challenge,

"Unto whom much i6 ,;-iven, of him sha I much be required."

If we realAy and truly belong to the nobility of citizenship, thou

according to the old Freneh maxim, ilia nobility obligates us to live up te

the stamdards of that position and to discharge the functions that go with

that baser.

Now litat is that obligation? Vhat is e7oectod of the bankers of

Amsrisst it OMR be answered in two words -- intt-lligence and courage. SettiMit

aside all subterfuge and all false modesV, we occupy a unique position that

recuires that *e inform the American people of the true and complete signifi-

cance of the present doings of government in the field of ft:if-Luce, and the

result* which will come to them if this bold, violent departure from American

traditions is permitted to continue unchecked. I speak to you, therefore, as

teachers of sound economics and finance, all your hundreds of thousasis
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of depositors, stockholders and clients, as your ;)upils, each and every one

of whom is seriously afffcted by present governmental money policies.

That dose not mean that we alone must accept the full responsibility

for shedding light won this eerious subject -- not at all. But we should

accept the responsibility for taking our ?lute with like-minded leaders of

thought on this problem, in all conetructive industrial, roonomic, p,ducational

and social activiti,30 throughout the land.

We snot got it into the consciousness of the people that revolutions

are not necessarily bloody in nature. TITy can cow upon, us like a thief in

the night and rob us of our posiesliens ere we awaken to the realization of

onr losses. Wo must Impress upon the people of America that autocracy parades

in many uniforms and appears in magr disguises; that despotism under the very

livery of freedom, may conceal the implements of slavery.

AE far ae Ameriee is concerned, wen bent upon our destruction will

see to it that there rill be no change in terminologies; all the cweet-bound.

ing phrases to which we have been accustomed, will be retained; but concealed

from public gaze will be found the 7orkings cf dietatorship the ohAins of

enslavement.

If we share this responsibility to tell the facts in the languor,

of the man in the street, will therf not be created an aronsed, MI intelligent

public opinion on these cuestions? I am not one of those rho bAdeve or con-

tend that the average eiti7elm is not capable of understanding these simple

ecoNSMIO questions, or that these 'rabies. are se intricate and so involved

that only the elect can untangle thew.

As you know, we bankers have been pilloried before public tase as

the arch offender s against general welfare. We have been stignatized as be-

trayers of public trust; as incompetent, grasping money changers.
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rithout any visible resistance on our part, we have permitted the

scarlet Letter to be pinned upon us and to be paraded before the uninformed

as the bearers of all the guilt. In the public mind at least we stand dis-

credited because we have never shown any disposition or determination to tell

nhere the blame actually lies. The halo of innocence and humanitarianism still

reste upon the brows of the bungling statesmen whose tinkering and manleulation

of our fin ncial system have placed public and private finance at thvir mercy.

It can and must be shown that they ars the ones who must Lear the reeeeesieility

for many of the ills that have befallen ie.

But to the 50,000,000 depositors in Amerisa, the hooker is responsible

for lowering the interest rateE ,hich reeulted in lossee of hundreds of Willows

of dollars annually to the industrious, the eavings, and the thrifty Americans.

114, don't we go to our depositors tith the facts? We have their naree

end addressee ...... me knew them by name. Why don't te give them the story/ Vhy

don't ee tell them that when the Federal Governmfnt began its wild orgy of

spending, it came to us, tha bankert of America, and practically demanded the

money ee had on deposit; the money that was placed with us for safety and eound

investment by the eage earners, the grofessional men, the clerks, the widows,

the domestics, the farmers, and all others who live within thfir means and save.

Traditiemaay, the American banker has bees resegmised am the unoffi-

cial custodian and investor of the people's money. Today, through the operation

of tha government's fiscal ?olicy, he has been shorn of both of these powers.

There is no alternative left to the panker but to carry out the provisions and

sUbmit to the demanda of the spending acencies of government. More than that,

the very eoney that is placed in our custody and for 7hich we find only limited,

safe outlet and investment, is taken over by this same government that has

virtually becalm * banker in competition with private banUng and operating
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on a non-competittve basis, letting out this captured money with t_uch

opn-handed ,Arodigality, on such orecarioue conditions and terms, which

no resIdonsible banker could meet and remain volvent.

The sereermMont, as banker, can of course pursue this philanthropic

policy with perfect safety as long as there is a dollar left in the pockets

of the taxpayers of Aeeriea, because., the hugE deficits that result from this

procedure, are invariably met by further raids upon the public treasury.

Clearly, it needs no formal proclamation to cripple thc banking

syetem of America -- it has been accomplished by indirection.

The taxpayers of America should get this picture. Thrn they mill

begin to realize what it means to them when these lavish evenditures, these

unstinted loans, these ?rodigious finnoial projects of government are

launched, resulting in the piling up of the hugest debt in the history of

any country, and for which the taxpayers and the tax.?ayers only, must pay

and pay and pay.

Why don't we tell them that in order to finance all these questiom-

able concepts of brnevolense, the United States Government has taken more

than 2.2 per cent of all the people's holdings in our vaults, and that in

Pxchange for this real money, we are holding nearly 60 per cent of govern,-

mr,..nt I. O. Uls snd that the Federal Government is responable for the dizgy

dance of the dollar, the value of which is subject to the whim and capriee

of impractical theorists. Why do - e not tell them that when the government

bt-,gan its r,pindin, spree and ',:ept industry in a condition of uncertainty, all

our old-tine traditional outl:to for lending our money with safety, Aere

suddenly closed; and that today the government is practically our only cus-

tomer, the only one vlio comes to us to borrow our money, and that, too, upon

its own terms?
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We must explain that the government will not pay us enough

iaterest on these loans so that we in turn can continue to ?ay
 our depo*-

itors the customary, decent return on savings. No ee the government place*

its awn price upon ite borrovings from us, eo that we 
in turn have been forced

te lower the interest rates to our depositors, al
most to the vanishing point.

The onornemat did not go to the Lndivieuel taypaye
r or to 1:nduetry or to other

groups in society to get the bulk of the money. It cane to ue. Tbat is why

5.00 out of every ;%.00, eince June 1::;50, with which the
 government is finan-

cing ite huge, spectacular operations, has come direc
t from our own vaults.

Alt its the people's money!

Suppose the people had c..ept their eoney iesteed of depoeiting with

us, eould they have accepted such & ..)roposition fro
w the government? Tould

they have permitted the borrower to dietat:, the terms t
o the lender? Dose a

man sell his home, the farmer his land or -nis eattle, at amy ?rice a prospec-

tive purchaser may dictate?

And yet we, the bankers, have done with their money, 
whethey, the

owners, would Ilave refusal to do. Is that fair? IE it consietent? Is it

eoaest?

The lalions of American depositors can. easily be made
 to see that

these alphabetical aspirins preserfbed and administer
ed wholesale by honest

but misguided men are mere palliatives and not oorreet
ives. While they taa

temporarily dull thr Jains of our economic headache, th
ey are not going to Ilia

eeat of the trouble; they are not reeovinE the ca
use of the disease.

fho knove this better than the bankere of Anerice? Why chould theY

not be the ones to expose this imposition tlpon the 
credulity of the people?

In this manner, 611 per oent af the goverment's debts have
 been paid

by the millions of depositors in America. We were only the intermediaries.
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Let us make the case specific. A man has toiled emd saved. He has '10,000.00

to his credit in your bank. 'tihile he vas perspirimg saviag and cutting

corners on eIpenses, he anticipated the dar when his 4 per cent laterest would

yield him sufficient to imy for the essentials of life -- $400.00 voule_ come to

him annually.

Now you te,.111 him cday he will receive only $100.00. Llat be his

reaction if you give him this vrhole picture and make his understand that yea

are helpless in the situation -- that by command you are obliged to turn over

ale mon“y at this reduced rate of laterest, ao that this new venture in the

virgin field of experimentation may go on space?

Do you think that he would consent to set by complacently and accept

his losses without protest? Can he not, as citizen, be aroused to action, te

the end that the traditional American policy will be retored, which will auto-

matically reinstate a fair return?

Do you think that thew., politicians and eyperimtaters would be per-

mitted to continue their 4uestionable courts-, if thesE, 50,000,00 2Pople regis-

tered their opposition through the ballot?

What about the schools? The oducators of Almeria' are acting for

permanent tenure in office, and with sone vssistance are struggling to build

up an insurance fund. Do you think it sould bc fdfficult to cdpeal to their

trained minds; to show them that under any re6ine of ma unbalanced budget and

ancontrolled spenaing, the monFy which they arf now *velum gill lege its pur-

chasing power .n their day of old age arrived; that the $1.00 which thgy

today set aside, will not purchast the same amount of food or clothing; will

aot pay the rent or the butcher ar the baker; that it will actually shrink in

value; that the cold eash which thy now put in trust, will perhaps be handed

back to thon in what Aght properly be termed *symbolic money"; and that in

this meamew their old age security will prove a stark illusion?
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De you think the educational leaders, if me conferred with then,

vouid hesitats, to prrAsent these pertinent facts to their hundreds of thous-

ends of profnssional followers, and do you think they 1.“:7uld then sUhnit to

this program of confiscation?

And what ibout the farmers of Amerise who are made the specie&

ebjectE of pity and grave concern of vote-seeking politicians? When the

fasts are presented to them, All they continue to he deluded into the be
-

lief that in the end, thgy are beneficiaries of this shoveling out of pail°

money in the fors of sUbsidies, hog suicide, bounties and rflief? These

millions of farmers Who have trusted us in the past will continue to trust

us and to bclieve in us if we show real interest in their welfare by telling

them the truth. me. Average Farmer, while he may be confused and dietracted

lor all these coleer manipulations, still can be Nade to understand that he has

an interest in what we eall industry and its right to be unfettered and u
n-

shackled. He knows that following the law of supply and demand, the less

there is of a thing, the higher the ilriee; and the more there its of a thing,

the lever the 5.)rice; that if industry must pgy mere for less servine, then

everything it produces and manufactur6re out of its mile, shop*, plants, and

factories, everything which the consumer requires, will cost mare -- and 
the

farmer knows that he mist buy these products; and that if heavier burdens ars

imposed von industry, everything tau, farmers bny, very eervice he receives,

must bear its part of that added loads

A sympathetic approach to the farmers will bring thca to a realisation

that they are not getting something for nothing; that they are pgytng for it

either direetly or indirectly; that many of these ill-starred AAA's and ether

trial* Iermites, would have eatm out the very vitals of our whole essnallis

structure and brought it down in ruins about our ears had they not been des-

treyed by the indepthdent, unterrerised court of the people,
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This same farmer will not he slaw to umderotsed that ow theory et

robbing Peter to pay Paul is Wort lived; and that he, himself, cannot reta
in

or add to his substance under a regime of uncontrolled extravagance by gove
rn-

ment. tic rill be able to see his close connection and aseociation with his

banker ania recognise the interdependence between them. Ble will not be slew

to umloroltusit that the etraight-jacket regimostation of 
the banking viten

poselisee him, the farmer.

We cos show to the farmer that iv; one class in Ameriea can be cod
dled

at the expose. of the others; that our grmat sympathetic eaonemic 476t
om la6kes

us all beneficiaries or victims of any- governmental fiscal oper
ations; that we

cannot be successfully segregated by a 7olitical mandate or b
ureaucratic order.

The fervor has witnessed the complet. failure of' the epos 
treasury

to solTe the unemployment problem. He can trace the cause and effeet of all

this huge spending amd how he is paying the ,,Jrice with
 his fellow Americans for

this unparallelled money-squandering. He Till be able to see the vicious circle

and it is formeds Th ruanufacturer turns out his goods. The heavier tax

means the higher orice; the higher prise lowers the
 demand because fewer pcAvle

can pm, the price. Loser OORWOMptiel **GOA automatically decr*ased out
put;

decressed output mesas a shrinking pmrrell; a shrtnkt
ue payroll pu*o msa out

on the street -- and thus the groat philanth
ropic scheme of inereseins tho pur-

chasing power of the peop1(3 by making things cost
 more, becalms a mockery. ?his

is the picture which someone must give to the far
mer.

Then therm are the milliow of holders of life Lam
mas. poliotos who

eau bo suds to s6:e how the dollar which th
ey ultimately hope to recAvet will,

under uncontrolled spending, decrease in purchasi
ng power; and will not give

them the security, peace of mind amd contentmen
t which they anticipate. All

those thiags are swept away from them to satisfy
' the passion of the t.,pe,.iT:ntor'e:

for ignoring economic facts, proved by all the 
teachings of eximrienob.
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Noe about the un,mpleyod .- the ormy of spiondid eitisose on

reliefs Could they not easily understAtnd, as a natter at simple orithmetiw,

that the sources that supply this apparently eas, money will .sone day dry up

and that the wealth of a nation conEista of the earnings of the people; and

that there is no other spring from which r -ip- seles flee; And that excessive

spemdine dries up these Epringe aid lopes the strum bed dry and berme

%Mat sound thinKing man or woman moms one friends, aseeeiates, depeeitart4

would no, ealseno the retire ef the &yids* he mould owe mere enjoy the

thrill et produetive labor dilld fesi the pewit of his ea: brew in independent

liming* when hie earmed dollar, stsbliisod and sound, would posses* a knee%

flied piribmihrepower upon which he could &paid, and upon which he could

pressed te build up his competence.

'With this picture before them, how quielay would ther6 he shrinks.

agc, in the army of thee* the are being taught te glorify iadelamee sod *NO

tho rezponsibility of individual achteveAtentt

Then about our endowed institutions et learolina, sir pOblie librem

ries, our foundational f-aven't thlr already born! ide WealimP tint their tenure

of life is jeopardised? Aren't thly already seekimg security in mew ferns et

investments, in a frantic endeavor to saw, themselves? Why theilid es wet se

ta them, Wby should we not sit in opunoll with them alid ask that they meke

their protf9st vooal against this ruthless exploitation of their heldiogs?

The man with the dinner ?ail anses that something is wrong, but

cannot ?ut his finger on the cause. He sees the slow rise of prices ef things

he must eat and 'oar* withal* a aammeaslarate tadarlailK in his own iay envelope.

le knewitthat owns* last. MO knees that Shrinking industrial payrolls Outgo-

matisally twines Up maw of his halms waiting in vein for a jOb.
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His n'aployer een ma should tell him the reason for this gienir

outlook for labor. The esolnyer should tell this man at the lathe or in the

trenches, that the fieeal policies of governnent have stagnated constructive

industry with uncertainty, f(iar and apprehension; that it hesitates to ,

or to expand, ar to incregse its output; ant that the laboring man is the

first victim of this enforced waiting period.

The laboring man of America must br shown the closc rfAatict between

fiscal policies of government, and his own job. Vho is to co it?

And thus we could go on and on to lacludft very class end -roup in

every section of the United States, to show how .44.,1 eacli caso, uncontrolled

spending and an anhalanced budget penalizes, confiscstes, destroys.

As you know, there is a krowimg fdPcling of concern axong the poople

pout absentee management whether in Industry, business, merchandising, or

government. P, ople cherish home rule. They want to deal with aPn of their

own kind in their own locality; men who understand local conditions and local

aspirations and who can cell each other by their first isms. They have had

many unhappy e.:Teriencos mith dumpy organisations where the local reprt-senta-

tive is merely a cog in u vast machine; mhere the actual control is far

removed from local gympathies and local understandings, and in fact, leeal

interosts.

WE are in a ?ositioh sok American citizens to read carefully thet

wiso provivion in the Bill of Rights in the Federal Constitution which eine to

,Ionserve to the locality its rights, its integrity, its individuality, as

against Federal invasion aad control -- which at this time- is so aiplicable.

It reads*

"The powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution nor orohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the Statcs repectively, or to the people."
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bet a little reedlig et history will ,c.,how why the rise founders of

this goverment demanded the insertion of that ,:Jrotective clause. They knew

that the natural disposition of rulers is to tbeorb power; that power feeds

wpm') power; and, if not checked, will usurp the rights of the individual.

dentralised control of monqy amd credit is invariably the device

mOOLored by autocrats to brim. about collectivism, tworm by ,,JN.ny names -- some

empbenions, ilemot 1414; and bearing many labels, ranging all the ray fres alAindant

life, planned economy, to Belehevielt. Thar are ail despotic it eharaoter; all

ntke the same promises, all hold. out the sop of reeurity to rOb the people of

their legacy of libc,:rty; all resort to the same strategy. Colleetiviam is the

negttion and the sworn .1nemy of de,mocraoy and of ptrliamentary government.

Surely this elementary *a*, as it sheds light on our present fines-

cial problem, can be made elear and understandable to the people who are now

leaking for guidanoe and leadership.

Ours is the responsibility to dissfminate thes facts, provided, of

**arse, that we believe in ourselves and have faith that we do understand sound

esomemins and monad finance; and that we still cherish constitutional govern-

ment and the maintenance of the fine balance between the central government Aqui

the states; provided, further, that we yield to no one in the conviction that

titare is la ,othar gamusgaft sa, fabak gal at KOK Ism 91, zusamilo that OSA

offer and guarantee uuch supreme individual security as is voushoefed to us; and

that we propose that all these rights and privileges which have come down to to,

shall be %ept inviolate, to be inherited by thos,,. who rale,.

Once American courage and oemmon scuse aret mobilised and aroused to

action, this whate scheme ef exotic, imported theories will he scrapped, sanity

will return, the seeirity of Amerieen citisems in their right to live, to save,

to own. lane !vaintain prefer* vill be restored.
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Our country has been pushed near the edge of a tmeci-doe overlooking

the depths of national collapee, special di,Tintogration and material despair --

the same gulf into which civilisation after civilisation in the past has been

plunged and lost.

We are at this ismost poised in a ?erilove pisition because of a huge

and ever inereasimg national deficit. Who is to reach out and save us, restore

our equilibrium; plant our feet omse more on the solid ground of national, state

and individual financial security?

Dare we,as bankers, shirk from the reeponsibility of joining other

like minded citizens in presenting the facts to the people?

Repeating my opening statement, this is 7holly an issue involving

orinciples. The extent to .7-hich we ars able and willing to adhere to these

principles, and ignore parties, ,00litics mad persemalities„ just to that

extent may Wf justify our claim to genuine citizemhip.

If we acoept that thesis, then we are faced with this definite

chalLinges Do we, as bankers, stand ready to lend the weight of our inns-

enemy ovr understanding, and our resources, to assist in puttimg a speedy sad

to the mad, unconscionable sapping of America's independenee through profligate

spew-ling? If not, we may witness the collapse of the greatest awl most success—

ful experiment of human liberty that has ever been attempted among mas.
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